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THg MlTNtSSt Richard Alaiao

DIRECT 8XAMINAT10N ay MR* MARKS»

educa

A*

Q« «r. Alaino, could you describe your

tional background for the Board?

Graduate of Rutgers University* College of

ting i nae r i ng , class of '56.

A.

j. Are you a licensed professional eng

4

rsey.

ineer

I aia licensed in the State of New Jersey and

the Conaonwealth ot Pennsylvania,

A.

presi

titm'i

A*

i ay whoja are you employed?

Employed by a corporation of which I an

dent of Klchard A. Alairao Associates.

U« wiow ssany etnplpyees ate there in you

Approximately 30 employees.

Q. And can you advise us in a general

fashion ^^ to what type ot work your fira perfor

A*

nunic

auur,o

pel«a

Civil sanitary consulting work, aostly

ipal work, utilities authorities* sewerage

[Uitti; solid waste, water and sewer being

ry business.

g. Could you talk up a little?

r

ns?

our

INC.



Alaiao - direct

i

1

1 A. Okay*

2 Q. Could you tell am if you rtpriitnt any

I nunicipalities and approximately how many?

4 A* Represent approximately 50 nunicipal1ties.

5 iiavt o££icfft lmChtrry Hill and Passatc, Net* Jersey

6 and Mount Holly; Mount Holly being our principal

7 office, aut our worn is throughout tha> State of Maw

Jersey,

Q. *fitn reference to the sewer authorities

10 ana municipal aewer systems that you handle can you

11 advise us as to some ot the larger systeas?

12 A Old dridge Municipal Utility Authority; north

li ot here in Middlesex County; «/e do work for the City

1<* of Patersoii* Cherry Hill Township Peterson,

ii> approximately 12Ov0UU; Cherry Hill is 30,000 people;

16 Old Bridge is approximately 70,000.

17 Q, And can you advise us of some of your

i«J smaller systesd that you. represent?

A. AH represent wriyhtstown MdA, population of

about BOO people.

21 u* Any others in that category?

22 A. Peotbetton Borough about 600 people.

U. Are you in a position to advise us with

respect* to sewer feasibility and water feasibility?

A. These, have been my primary business and

STATE 3H0HTHAHU t*Sfc»Oa?lMG SERVICE, IMC
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experience tor 2

Q. Mr.

question? Is Mr

witness for you

Colts Neck on a

especially obtai

for this project

system, more [>ar

oenalt of the Co

Killan Associate

d¥ HH. MArtKSl

J. AC

SU.Ulon?

VOIK DIHK B* ;iH

0- How

V

Q years. I would hope so.

Alaiao, I call your attention to --

MR. 3KSNNAtft May I ask a

• Alaiso appearing this evening as a

or is he engaged by the Township of

retainer basis?

fti& WITNESSi X have been

ned for this particular -• retained

for review of the water and sewer

ticularly the report prepared on

Its xeck Village PUD prepared by

s on water and sewer.

MH. 3tt£tfNANi Thank you.

A 1 a i ci o - —'

AH. yftlZSLLs May I ask one

Mk. MAKKSs Sure.

t 'UZ£LLl

many private systems have you

designed and supervised the construction and

maintenance of?

A* We've done

Mount Holly wate

Q. Tha

work for very few private companies.

r Conpany, we've done for them.
T

t*s a water company. Any sewer
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coapanies?

tract / 7

- . • ; : - ; • - • . - . - /

A. There ara vary few sewer coapanies in the/state

of Maw Jar

coapanias

clientele

don't have

sewer and

say* There are vary few small water

in the stata of Hm* Jersey. Our primary

is a municipal. ..'_ .

Mall, I'm sure. Doas that aaan you

any private clients that have constructed

maintenance of sewer systeas?

A. Private clients?

companies?

.nun ic i pal?

a numbers

sewerage h

Maw Jersey

tJY MR. ffHt

Q.

quest ion.

answer the

A. The

Yes.

MR. SAGOTSKYt Private sewer

TttS WXTMBSSt As opposed to

MR. FRIZELL* Yes.

ilUK WITNESS t I would say that on

basis, tnere isn't more than one percent o£

a n d W d by private companies in tho State of

• . •

ZKLLt

Mr. Alaimo, I jiist want ait answer to the

MR. MARKS* Lat tbe> witness

question* •* *, -"*

answar to the sewerage is no. The answer
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ta> the wattr is Mount aolly wattr Company* probably a

couple others* not very aany,

THB CHAIR.iANt X would consider

as Chalraan that that's a very cogent reply, Mr*

/riaell. If there's only one percent private

coapanles in the State of Sew Jertey, it doesn't give

thea\ too many to represent, does it?

rtH. FrtI2ELLt Well, Ht* Schruiapf,

I fa not satisfied that only one percent of the sewer

systems in the state o£ New Jersey were developed

privately.

THIS CHAIRMANt That's a point*

Perhaps you can bring tnat out.

. SAGOTSKYt Is there a

difference in the application of sewerage disposal

whether it'stdone by a private company or municipal

company?

MR. PKIZSLLi You may ask Mr.

Alaiao

will coit up.

TH£ CHAIRMANi I imagine that

THE WITN8SS.I I think what the

attorney aay be alluding ta lav taev rate- structure*

fea£lltl«av are the same regardless of ownership*

And the cost of the facilities; private ownership is

STAtt?"SttORT8AMD REPORTING SEaVICB, IMC.
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1 generally a higher cost* But the; facilities art the

2 saae. You are still dealing vltfr sewerage. You are

i still dealing with potable water* The science is

4 exactly the same, regardless of ownership.

BY MR. MARKSt *;

6 g. t would like to call your attention to X

7 think a document that has previously been narked in

evidence* A-21, which is the feasibility report upon

sanitary sewerage and potable water 3Upply facilities

1U dated June, 19*0, prepared by Elaon T. Killam

11 Associates, aave I turnished you with what copy of

12 that and have you reviewed - —

U A. Yes, you have, and I have reviewed it.

14 MB. MARKS* Mr. Sagotsky, I would

like to have this other document .narKed,

16 , MR. SAGOTSKYi I believe we ended

1/ with PB~2, is tnat correct?

id THE CLERKt This would be PB-3.

MR. '. SAG.OTSKYs A document consist

2U o£ 44 pages entitled Bison T. Killam Associates, Inc.

21 further entitled, "Conceptual Engineering Keporc,

22 Feasibility of Providing Sanitary Sewerage, Storn*

15 Drainage and Notable Mater Supply Facilities for the

24 Colts Neck Village Planned Unit Development, Colts

25 \ Neck, Mew Jersey" offered, is marked for

STATS SHOKXHAND REPJKTItfG SSRVXCS,
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identification as PtJ-J

Conceptual Engineer!

identification.)

question was just as

that document which

as A-21. it is not.

applicant in connect

involving the Townsh

(*h

n«|

MR.

MR.

Ked

you

10

*

erettpon a 44 page docunent.

Report., is narited PB-3 for

SAGOTSKYt 7/31/80.

MAHKSI Mr. Sagotsky, a

by a Board aenber whether

just Marked PB-3 is the sane

pa-3 was prepared by the

ion

ip.

documents, the one that

and -- San, what is the

«R.

with the original litigation

we're going to refer to two

was prepared in June, 1330

date of that?

$AGGTSKY* January, 1979,

prepared tor R. J* Brunelli and Company, 320 Amboy

Avtjnua, Metuehen.

reaark to what I chad

material was narked

dl MR, rtAUKSt

Q. Turning

threo, cnere*s a —

study, coromencenent.

report?

A. Yes, it is.

MR.

pr

PB-

SAGOTSKYt I just made this

eviously said when the

3 for identification*

your attention to A-2f, psgr

is

of

that the sanitary sewerage

that in the J u n e , 1 9 8 0 K i l l a m

. • - - - • • - . .- *-. • . v

i' /\ i rj RSPORTIMO SBRVICB, INC.
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And there's a statement

sentence of Roaan numeral two

roj

in sawaga

saving Pi

restrict

11

mads iit the?

, waata water

actions. And that statement 1st Reduction

flows can be accomplished by using water

unblng fixtures such as shower heads which

flow, toilet dams and other

devices now commercially available.

and wh

State

waste

which

page t

reduct

corapar

A.

betwee

per da

There

ich ara mandated for new const

plumbing codes.

Prior to that, the firs

water tlow projections for the

are

our

ion

ed

The

n i

y*

i a

presented in table S-l, wh

Do you have any constant

in sewage flows as set for

to the 1*/^ report?

*79 report projects sewage

4 0,000 gallons per day to 3

This report projects sewag

a slight difference in the

apparently being proposed in this re

to tna

water

amount

rsport

t r

sav

of

0.

eport. But I osjrtainly don

ing devices can materially

sewage tlow to the extent

water saving

And I*11 stop —

ruction under the

t sentence gives

proposed project

ich appears on

regarding the

th in the 1930 as

flow to be

60.00 0 gallons

a flow of 249,560

number of units

port as opposed

•t think that

decrease; the

shown. ln\ thls^^V

- - - ̂ * r*
Does this report show approximately a 30

STATE 3t4OHTH.'\:4L> K 2 P'JHT IHQ SSRV1C8 v IHC
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percent savings?

A* *es, over the highest figure which is 360

Q. How does

savings figure affect

as the user cost?

MR

that affect ~ that 30 pe

•

12

rcent

the capital expenditure as

-

• FRIZBLLt Can I object to

this? Mhere does it say that the 30 percent savi

has anything to do in

saving fixtures?

MR

well, let him answer.

concluded when you ori

difference between the

MR

gathered.

! MR

.MH

the arithmetic on the

AR

the figures are differ

MR

HR

a direct way with the water

. SAGOTSKYt He concluded

I gathered that it was

ng up your set of figures

two would aaount --

» -FRIZ&LLt That's what h

• SAGOTSKYi What do you

. MARKSt would you like

figures between the two?

. KRIZSLLt 1 don't doubt

ent.

. MARKS: Mr. Alaimo --

. k'MlZ&L'Li 1 J o n * t t h i n k

is any itmedia^te direct connection between the

percent* figure. I would think that the water s

plumbing fixtures may have had some tnpact but

-

9

e

sa

to

t

t

3U

a v

I

well

ngs

-

the

y?

Jo

hat

h e r e

in,

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING , IMC
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certainly don't thin* - - t o say that it had a 30

percent iapactr X lusptct 'It vai due to nori detailed

information available to theengineer which was not

available when ha did the first report,

*R. M A R K S * Are you saying that

the first report prepared for the court was not

coaplete?

MR. FHIZELLt The first report is

baaed on 1,500 units. :

rHK wiTNBSSi this report was

baaed on 1,300 and some units.

MR. MARKSs Can we have that PB-3

t>acK, because we*re joinq to bt referring to that*

««. i^KiZBLLt Total aquivalancy

units?

v The vtfXTMESSs The tirst report

was based on 1,363 units*

*R* Af RXZBLLi And how, many

co«»erclal and industrial units? That's 200 units

additional, 20 percent.

THE WITNESS! I said there was a

costoinatloa of two things, the reduction in the

nusber of dwelling units and the water saving devices

And wh*t I said was, I don' t thin* that cottl*^"^-^

naterially affect the sewage flow projection that

STATS StiORfttÂ i) R£PORiIMG SKRVICK^
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significantly. '

HH. PHIZBLLs Th« reduction of

the) 200 units plus ths reduction of tha coanarcial

and Industrial units would not significantly raduca

tha flow? t thinfc tha record will show —

THS rilTNgSS's You want tha tabla

or do you want to argua?

MA. MARKS* Why don't you sava

that tor argument becausa I tninfc that's a good point

you can certainly bring out.

«R. FHIzeLLt Okay.

dY MR. rtAHKSt

Q* Would you compara tha tables?

A. The tables, that is cocmere 1 a 1s , are exactly
N

v •

the sane. Tha oftice building was projected as

16#90U undergone option and 3 3,300 under the other

option. So that's in keeping with option two. Tha

nursery school is exactly tha sane, 1,300 gallons.

Tha nursing home has been eliminated. Than there are

mixed uses in the residential- So we're talking

about the only thing that was eliminated fron

non-residantial was the' nursing hoae. The

rasidantial units changed approximately 200 units.

<2» Can you compare tha. average*, daily Clew

which is stated on page four of tha most recant

STATB SHORTHAN13 HKPORTtWG SERVtCR, IMC.
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report to the 1979 report and c o m n t . O R that, if you

will?

A. *ell, the *79 report indicated they had two

options, they hadn't settled on the nuaber of

dwelling units and their lowest option was 320,000;,

the highest 360,000* Me believe, in general* the

figures that they're using are low; for the sewage

Clow. And that is material because- number one, it

reduces projected construction costs* nunber two. If

there is a state allocation for the discharge permit,

Che lower figure would tend to enable thest to meet

that criteria. If the flow is higher, the criteria

which apparently right now producing a treatment

plant which requires $6 to 99 percent removal, would

be aliaost impossible to achieve* It is best to

reduce your estimated tlow to meet for beat load

allocation, which is based on flows. The lower the

flow the better off you are. These figures are

inconsistent to a slight degree, not material but to

a degree; with their own statements later in the

report that suggest that in the. absence of real data

you should use 100 gallons per capita per person*

then they say that &b percent of the water enc-rs the

sewer'system. Given that, I would say that every

figure shown on table s-1 should indicate a capital

STAY* SHOHTHANU G 3SKVICS,
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flow of a5 gallons as opposed to what they've done

here* 8ut I don't think what they've done is that

far off. Again, it's that far off to the low side

16

MR. BHBNNAHi Could you, for the

advantage of us that don't have the book, explain

wba

new

bed

th*

two

per

t they did do?

THE xiTMESSt On page four of

report* they have listed by uses patio hones.

roois, the number of units, the number of peopl

t they project. They project three people in a

bedrooa unit and then they say 70 gallons per

son, per day is the sewage flow.

MH. BHENNANi in contrast —

TH8 WITNESSi Of one hundred -

Mrt. BRENNANj — •<• with 85 percen

the

two

e

-

t?

fHE WITNESS* Eighty-five percent

entering the sewerage. So for both references to

con

thi

the

thi

And

Mei

sistent, they snould have used 35. But again.

nk we're talking about, in our estimation, oiayb

250,000 gallons ought to be 300,000 gallons.

n* they are taking the low side of all figures.

the question asked rae la, why would you do tha

A , i. ~.ui<. . .J that if I were trying to show

lower cost. I would do it if 1 wii**^ r U t t f ^ - ^

dif ficulty In meeting ray waste flow allocations.

be

I

e

1

t.

a

STATE Saorr tvi
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1 *R. aacNUAKt Can you tell as

2 what waste flow allocation stint?

i THE ttiftfCSSt This Is the actual

4 liquid that would b# discharged into a stream. As we

b get into the report later/ they're proposing an

6 advanced waste water treatment plant which they

7 haven't settled on the type of treatnent. Sut they

3 have apparently gone to the State and the State has

9 said you shall tiAv removal of -• 30D*s is basically

lu the contaminants that is In the water -- your removal

11 shall be to the extent of 98, 99percent removal.

12 that's an extremely hi'jh removal to co^pirison to

13 what used to be primary treatment, with 30 to 50

14 percent! secondary treatment from 85 to 90 percent.

IJ NOW you are getting in the category of advanced waste

16 water treatment plant, which is very expensive

17 capital cost and very expensive to operate. But if

16 someone is making some figures go to the low side,

19 what is the advantage? The advantage Is to show a

2U lower cost to matte something look more feasible.

21 It's to indicate that they're able to meet

22 requirements* Mow, what would happen in the future,

2 3 i d o n * t fcnow* . •' -.-:*. •.,.-•.•..-•• -....s ..---. ..

24 HR*. MARKS* Does that answer your

2b questions?

STAfS 9HORTHAMD RIPOHTIMO SlRVlCtr INC.
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MR*

8Y ftft, MARKSt

Q.

peg* five).

report.

A. That

Q.

discharge

the reaova

and if so

operating

A. rfell

before by

allude to

Mr. Alaiso

MR.

MB.

is the 1980.

The 19*0 r

requiri.nents,

1 percentage

uow does that

costs?

, that's what

dRBNMAUt tfes.

9 I ask you to take a

18

look at

SAGOTSKYf Identify the

MARKSt A-21.

©port. Under the wate

do you have an estina

r

te of

p£ contaainants fron the water

-relate to capital and

I was suggesting the

one ot the m e m b e r s . Pages five and

meetings and

ot environmental Protec

here from the uepartaen

The representation is.

of Environmental Protec

guidelines

suggested

A» Yes,

tor t h i s p a r

quest ion

six

agreements with the Department

tion. There's nothing

t ot Environmental Pro

they met with the Oepa

tion who has set the

t i c u l a r s t r e a m at t h i s

point ot discharge.

A,re those

they're extr

guidelines stringent?

enely stringent guidel

And what does that stringent gui

shown

tection.

r fnen t

-

ines.

dellne

STATS SHORTHAND RBPUKTI^G SERVICE, XHC.
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translate into in ttrnf of percentage of rtiovil of

contaainants?

A* 1 would say they would would have to design to

Sfc.S to 99 percent removal of BQD's, of solids.

There art other itea* that -- which aay require

further advance waste treatment related to any given

itea,

Q* These stringent requirements would

translate into an extensive capital expenditure?

A. Correct.

Q» And siailarly, an expensive operating

c o n ?

THb CHAXRMAMi Can we back up

just a little? I'm referring to page si* of the 1980

report. And it#s clearly asterisked tirat this is a

.sow Jersey Department of Snv i ronnent a 1 Protection

deterainatlon* Did you state that nowhere could you

Una factual data that it cones froa the D8P?

Trie wiTNESSs There's nothing In

the report other than the statement. That's why I an

prefacing my remarks. I *n. accept in.tj what they're

offering co .te <*nu you on page five and six as a

representation. I don't know If they entered it Into

the record before or not. _.,

BY MR* MARKSt

STATS SHORTHAND HEPORTIMC; SERVICE, INC-
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1 Q* By the way, whll* wi'ri on that* do the

2 standards that apply to the 1900 rtport^ art they

i different froa those in the 1979 report?

4 MR. FRIZSLLt l*s> going (o object

5 to this whole line of questioning*

6 MM* MAHKSt I think It's relevant

7 fH2 CHAIRMAMt Let's hear the

d objection first.

9 MR. FRIZELLi My objection is

lu that ^r. Macuonald and the Kiilam people were here.

11 If you had a problea with their prior report, the

w tine to raise that was while the iin is here. You

li don't impeach a man's testimony when the nan's not

14 here to refute it. Anyone can coat in and try to put

15 holes in his report and nit pic* the thing. It's

lo improper use!of the 1979 report to introduce it as

17 part of Mr* Jtlaemo's testimony.

la MR. MARKS: First of all, I point

19 out that that report was utilized by you in the trial

20 and, I think it's important to show the differences

21 between that report and this report and how the

22 criteria have chamjeu. '.. •__

23 J i MR. FRIXIttt^^fcd^a^t argue with

24 you that it nay be important. But I's just saying

25 that the proper time to raise the issues was while

STATE 3;! OK Til-VtO H-Z&Q'A'klJZ 'ZZ1VIC5, IMC.
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• • • • • • - • * ' y : - ; • . l ' ^ • -

1 Mr. MacDonald wit here* to n i l th t i .

Z MR. SAGOTSKYl Wait • ftlnute.

1 to* stated your objection* ¥o4i stated your answer*
•v • I

4 At this point, I think ic'i. tilt for a ruling* '
5 THE CHAIRMAN!. Well, it Ittps to

6 ae as the Chair for this evening, it would have been

7 highly impractical to have a confrontation between

fr two witnesses* We were certainly not prepared to

9 challenge on technical points because we don't have

10 enough knowledge* And I think it there is knowledge

11 not contained in the original report presented to you

12 we should have it to make a fair consideration* And

13 it's cooing forth this evening. that's why 1 asked

14 the question It, indeed, the Department of

ib Environmental Protection report vas a valid one or

16 was it never presented to us*

17 MR. fRTZBLLt On that point, it

19 was presented. Mr* rtacDonald testified that he

19 personally received that, information through the

20 Department of Environmental Protection.

21 «H. SAGOTSKY* I would conclude)

22 from what was said tnat the objection was overruled.

23 Is that so, Mr. Chairman?

24 THE CHAIRMAN. I think so* It's

25 helpful to the 3oard» It's very helpful to me, since

STAT& SttQriTHAaD RSPORTIMG SEHVICE, IMC
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we didn't have anyone to Interpose objections

tiae* It would have been ideal to have

present at the saae tiae but certainly i

practical*

22

at the

thea both

t wasn

MR* MARKS. I also have to

Mr* Chairman, that we obviously need the time

evaluate those figures* I have no objection i

friiell would like to bring anybody back

option*

MR* SAGOTSKYi If we

within the tiae Halts of the Court Orde

THE WITNESS! You wa

answer the question? .

MR. MARKSt Yeah, go

THE WITNESS. In the

whicn is also shown as Table 2, the ef£l

requirements were not as definitively st

they are in this particular report*

MR* SAGGTSKYl Would

it further, "this report"?

Tha

have

r •

nt me

ahead

1979

uen t

Ipulat

you 1

* k, .-, .iIMF.JJi i'3\je s e v e n ,

the 1979 report* Killao report* .

'• MR. SAGOTSKt* A-21*

you try to use A-21 and P»-3 -.-

MR* FRIZBLLt That*1

I tn

I PB-3.

•t

state

to

f Mr*

f » hi

time

to

•

report

ed as

dentif

this i

ink if

•79

t

»

S

f

y
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is PB-3.

report* A-21

identify it*

time does not

Department of

had only a 11

however, the

unlUe tne 3-

tha BOD's, wh

2,9. I don't

effluent requ

d 111erences i

MR. SAGOTSKYl P8-* is tha '7

is tha 1930 report* It helps us to

THE wiTBESSi Tha report at

allude to any approvals by tha

23

that

Environmental Protection. In fact,

mited sampling o{ tha leaving stream

proposed effluent discharge was noi
'/

2 table, the biggest variance being I

era it shows 'mm lass than 5,0, is i

sea any major difference in tha

ireoients. There's, a ~- some major

n tha cost of tha sewage treatment

As we had testified last year, we felt the cost

e x t r a in e l y lov*

line at this

required by t

&t MR*. MAHK3I

u.
at tad t r i a l

report?

A. K M : , t: .<

• Those costs have been brought m

tiae to recoqniza the advanced tre

hesa parameters.
•

You mean that thai cost projection^
j'I.

nave been modified by A-2 1, tn*» i)

.

And they've been increased? 'f

A. increased drastically.

T
i!
.1

i

P

U

f

that

w

lant

were

»ra In

itmant

30

Ivan

3TATB SHORTHAMD ;\HC^:^^
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-

treatment

construct

thing the

operating

Mr* Marks

helpful.

in June o

urga —

Township

v

direct

• M R .

plant*

MR.

Ion costs?

report shows.

costs. They

THE

, to the trial

MR.

THE

MR.

£ 1979, June,

MR.

MR.

MR.

MR.

»H.

of. Colts Meek.

MR*
•

•

BRBtftfAllt

rfrrwEssr

BRENNAMt

tfXTNCSSt

They do

deal with

CHAXRMA*

n

t

24

When you say --

For the sewage

Do you aean

That's the only

*t even deal with

capital costs.

When you allude,

, would you Identify it?

SAG0T3K*

CHAIRMAN

MARKSt

197 9 tria

SAGOTSKV

MARKSS

SAGOTSKY

MARKSt

SAGOTSKY

fRIZBLLt

clear, are you representing that

appeared anywhere at the tine of

t

t

t

1

t.

Before Judge Lane.

It would be

ine. I think it was

Before Judge Lane?

Before Judge Lane.

s In the matter of

Against the Township.

-

— versus the

Just to make i t

those figures

*TATK SHORTHAND RUPQRT1MG 3BRVICB,
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report.

Marks.

rect

THE

MR.

MR.

prepared for the trial.

or not the

that. You

MR.

figures ever

MR.

would -- you

MR.

could. I'll save it fo

•

is based on

report. Al

we're going

introduced

two reports

will weigh

-

question?

MR.

the alleged

1 right. Is

» rt R •

MR.

2*

4ITME3SI Appeared in this

fRIZIItfLt !*• asking Mr.

MARKSt This report was

FRIXKLLi Do you know whether

cane before the Court?

MARKOV No, I wouldn't know

could tell us that.

FRIZELLt I don't — yes, I

r argunent* Mr. narks.

SAGOTSKYt The testimony now

differences between the

that correct?

riAHKSt That's correct.

SAGOTSKYt That's as far as

at the aoment. '

MR..

or not is ir

i at this poi

MR.

the report*

MR.

Is it slgnif

MARKSt Whether they were

relevant.* We're comparing the

nt.

SAiiOTSKYt The Board tnen

DAHLdO*t Can I ask a

icant that a new report has

3TATB SHORTHANO REPORTING 3B.RVICB,
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been submitted in prefe

given at an earlier tri

thex new report might be

recent date*

Alaino to answer that*

TUB

perfectly in order that

HA.

all this tine comparing

of date with something

THE

making a report a year

entirely. What we're t

inconsistencies of the

renoe to *

al? Isn't

filed? It

-'

HARKS* I

WITNESS*

the report

DAHL80Mt

something

up to date?

WITNESS*

later makes

rying to po

report that

Soo« of tnese things have,gone up,

should have been raised a' year ago

26

reporr that was

it acceptable that

might have more

would like Mr*

I think it's

be updated*

So why do we spend

that's already out

I don't know if

it up to date,

int out are some

nay be material*

which we agreed

• Some of them

nave gone down, which we don't understand.

MH.

THE

report, represents itsel

i:. thenarfcet .--

Mtt.
t

report, A-21.

THE

SAGOTSKYt

WITNESS!

In price?

In price. Thi*

f to be a feasibility report*

SAGOTSKYt

WITNESS!

Refer to- this

A-2U "

i V \ 4 - ftSPORTINO SBRVICK,
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to be?

to be a feas

feasibility

of the facll

ect

«R.

THE

ibility repo

SAGOTSKYf

- •

!

t

Represents Itself

>

wiTNesst Represents itse

rt.

report determines

ities, the capit

facilities and the opera

particular facilities.

a report and

least cost u

that we find

the two obj

tilities the

that are no

And also, another constr

Department o

And the idea

changed and

I thin* that

of the test!

question?

I'll listen

d *i >«\ it . .•» A i< t\ ii

g.

; seven of A-2

what trie cap

f Environmen

is to com pa

improved and

*s hopefully

nony.

HR.

some more.

t

I w o u l d l i k

1, the 1930

i ta1 co3 c ea

ting

Now,

ect i

n we

t le

aint

tal

re t

whe

wha

a

V

In the

for a

1 cost

costs

if you

es are

oust o

ast cos

P

h

r

t

MARKS

in the

rotect

e two

e they

we" re

marketplace.

client the co

s of the [

related to tho

are dealing *
1

to narrow in/

bject to thinlg

t representatji

report is f

ion regulation

where they'vjk
/•

1'
Lt

se

ith

on

s

oni.

s.

haven't impiroved.

trying to q

t Does that answ«

t

let

r

out

your

DAHLBOrtt Mot entirely,) but

e to

repo

t i ra a

r

t

as* yo

t and

e is t

u to turn t^ p

c a n y o u t e l l u

•
or tne sanii

.d r

a i e

3
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sewer collection systea?

A# On page seven, in the middle of the page the

figure represented is the sanitary sewerage

collection system of $655,000.-\

Q. What did the 1979 —

MR. SAGOTSKYs Mr. Chairman and

all concerned, I have been asked fros the audience --

THB CHAIRMAN! With it on, to

wnora does it present a larqe problem?

Proceed, please.

the last question?

MR. MARKS* Mould you read back

(Whereupon the pending question

is read back by the Reporter.)

BY MR. MAHK31

g. tThe 1980 study, A-21, projected the

sanitary sewer collection cost, construction cost as

being $6S5,U0Or is that correct? Is that stated on

page seven of that report?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. The 1*/^ report, how does that c

to that $65.5,000 figure?

A. On page eight of the- 1979 report, the? figure- Is

shown as one Billion ten thousand dollars* \

Q. in ordtr — it's about $400,000 aore in

STATfc SHURYUAHO R8PORTING SBRVICK,
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the 1979 report; is that correct?

A. That's correct. ' >

Q* Do you have any thoughts coaparing the

two figures am to why there's disparity?

A. No* It's* basically the saa* layout. And we

nad aade a cost estimate of the 1979 one and we f>lt

that was low. And I feel that this is a figure, that

is such too low to represent as being the cost/of the

collection system,

<j. X would ask you to. turn to page eight of

A-31, the 1980 Killas report*

MR. SAGOTSKY* Are you referring

to A-21?

page eight of A-21.

report.

!•» sorry, A-21# A-21

Mrt. SAGOTSKtfs That's the 1980

MR. MAHKSt Of the 19^0 report.

g. On that page, the title heading is, "Was

Mater Treatment Alternatives*1 Could you explain the

different types ot ilternatives n̂ri what the

Applicant is proposing?

A. Weil, they have not — they've defined four

possible alternatives. The method of treating the

sewage basically for the removal of solids and for

:e

STATE SHORTHAND R*POR?il<G SSRVICK, IMC.



Alaiao - direct 30

1 the aethod of being able to ittl a State discharge

2 peralt* These are accepted, noraal aetbods of

3 alternative sewerage processes, except alternate

4 nuaber ontr I think, it's just! a typographical error*

5 I don't think they would propose a prioary treatment

6 and land application* However, later in the page

7 they cancel that as being a potential alternative

a because it would utilise 30 acres of land for spray

* irrigation. Alternate number two, the physical

10 chemical advanced waste treataent with direct

11 discharge to Hockhockson Brook; alternate nunber

12 three is a biological secondary with biological

13 physical chemically advanced waste water treatment

14 with direct discharge to the Hockhocitson Brook* And

Lb alternate number four, biological secondary* physical

16 chenical secondary advanced waste water treatment

17 plus rapid Infiltration and land application* Again*

Id I don't understand the land application* I think

li what they're alluding to is rapid sand filters* All

2u three of those alternates could possibly give you a

21 result, that would aeet the State requireaents*

22 Again, on the specification of the equlpaent

23 and the size of the unit, with the exception of theKi

24 land application* X don't understand it. they do not

2^ definitively select an alternative at this tine*

STATK ridOKTUANO HtFOHTIHG SERVICE, IMC.
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1 Lat«r In the report, they havt cost estimates which

2 indicate a variance bitwtth two alternative* to givt

3 you a general idea of aost*

4 Basically* t bav# no disi^rttttnt with the>

5 alternative*, with the couple of corrections which

6 I*m sure is a just a typographical -- just »n error*

7 Q* Of the three that you understand, what

8 would be the expense factor involved in the systems

9 being proposed in this report?

10 A* riell* the/ do project the expenses* Their

11 estimate of the waste water treatment on page nine --

12 again, the key words in all o£ those alternatives is

13 'advanced waste water* which in the profession means

14 tertiary treatment to the extent of high removals,

ib over 95 percent! and, the specification being whether

16 you have to remove BOD down to three or four or two

17 or whatever it nay be. Bach one of the restraints on

16 the permit creates dollars, both dollars in costs,

1* primary costs, capital costs and operating costs.

20 Page nine is the breakdown of the facilities* It's

21 not a breakdown. It's just ah estioate. There is no

22 breakdown since tney really haven't selected, at this

23 point, the definitive type of treatment plant. But

24 they put it in those three categories* . .

25 Q. So, in other words, you are saying that

STATE SHORTHAND R£PORTI*»G SERVICE, IMC*
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This would give you a figure, based upon 1,200 units,

of approxinately $3,300 a unit* So that each and

3 every unit being constructed for * 1,200 unit PUD,

4 average cost for sanitary ••«•»» capital

5 improvements, is $3,300. That, I «ay say, is high.

6 Q. Now, we've gone through several figures.

7 we've gone through an initial capital cost sn6 we're

3 talking about a high average annual cost per unit.

How —

10 MR. aRENNANi X think all we did

11 is allocate the capital costs per unit* ),

12 *H. MAHKSI l*m sorry, you are

13 correct.

1 4 ttY MH. MARK3X

ib <J. Just relating those two figures to the

i'o concept of least cost housing, do you have ah opinion

17 with respect to those figures?

( H R . FRIZBLLi Objection. Mr.

Alalao as an engineer. tie used the terns "least cost

utilities". 1 never heard that before. I think if

21 you have an argument to rtn< •" • -»:-. r. Maeno's

22 testimony, I welcome you to make it. But Mr. Alaimo

23 is not here to comment on least cost housing.
i

24 • MR. SA<5OTSK¥t State the fora of

25 tne objection. You are objecting, to the for© of the

StAt« SHORT HA •»./• r i "..;•*/1 j %, i -c
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question?

your objec

to answtr

irect

MR. rUtZELLt

MR. SAGOTSKY

Yes.

t YOU

tion on tha qualification* of

the question?

MR. fRlZZLLt

it calls for a legal conclusion.

clari ty so

answer tha

1980 repoc

MR. SAGOTSKY

we can get a ruling.

MR. MARKSl

t. On page one of. the

t —

MR. SAGOTSKY

directly to the objection so we

MR. MARKS*

THE CHAIRMAN

MR. MARKSt

of their own report, talks about

construct

•

problea wi

concerned,

and that — *

MR. FRIZSLLt

th that.

MK. SAGOTSKY

MR. MARKSt
>

is least cost housing

Yeah.

s I 1 *

I would

Killam

i You

>̂

34

•re basing

the) witness

Obviously,

just trying to

like to

report, the

are answering

can make a ruling?

Yes.

t A l l

On page

cost e

Yes,

t Let

right.

one of A-21,

ffective to

X have no

hi* finish.

T h a t , a s far a s I'm

• . . t - - ? , • - • •

It n a y b e a s far »s

STATE BttORTHAMD RKPORTIHQ SBRViCRr IMC.
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1 yoa ar« concerned. You are a lawyer. The aait who

2 wrot* this Is an engineer talked about cost

3 effectiveness* Mr* Alaino --.

4 MR- HARKSt why don't we- ask it

5 cost effectiveness relates to least cost housing?

6 MR. FRXZELLt I don't knot* if hs

7 even knows what ho atans.

3 THE CHAXRMAMt Why don't you

y proceed on that tack and see If we can draw out a

lu qualification on cose effectiveness.

11 MR. BRSHHAMt If It COStff- $3,300

12 per unit, and aasualng the developer want to recover

13 all of his costs and taaKia profit, the sales price

14 of a hoit that has a $3*300 capital cost allocated to

15 it would be higher than the sales price of a home

16 that has $1,(300 allocated to it.

17 THE wtTNBSSt I would agree with

Id tnat»

1<* . tttt. BRSNNAMt Okay. But legally

20 it could still be least cost housing. Now, I*n

21 taaking a statement there. I'm not asking the witness

2 2 to r e s p o n d to It*

23 , MR. fKizeLLt Mr. Brennan> I

24 Might add that virtually the exact same ststeoent was

25 aade by Judge Lane in response to Mr. Alae*io*s

: • % .

STATE SHORTHAND AZ £ (J SeRVXC&v INC.
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testimony at th« trial.

MR. MARKS* X think that

Frliell** consents irt gratuitous and should

ignored by th* Board %m to what went on in f

Judge Lant.

Mr.

be

root

THB wiTNBSSt For th« record

don't agree with the statement that was just

Judge Lane never made a reaarfc to »e related

coat utilities.

Btf *H. MAHKSl

mad

to

y. Did you, in fact, prepare a report

the Court on least cost utilities?

A. 4m prepared a report for the town* I

know if it was ever submitted*

Q. Do you have an opinion how cost

effectiveness --

THE CHAIRMANt Let's sor

thing out, here. I'm a little disturbed. D

fact. Judge Lane say this or did he not?

MR* ITRlZSLLt Does Mr* A

have a copy of the transcript?

THE CHAIRMAN! I * A just

ask our Counsel it he recalls it so at least

be in tne ballpark* ^ %s;

Oo you recall it?

donf

t th

id.

36

of

* I

e*

least

for

t

is

in

laimo

tryi

, we

ng to

can

STATE SHORTHAND a&PQRTING SEttVlCB, I N C .
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MR# SAGOTSKYt

to* hearing with Judge Lane,

copy of

did

the

thi

and

or d

THE CHAIR-MANt

the transcript, we*re not

id not*.

MR. SAGOTSKYt

sworn testioony of Mr. Alaiao*

s poi

, no

substant

you

tfor

L CO

we

hel

have

what

..\ th*

could

pful

transcri

ott

we

to

the

nt, is a remark of Counsel

doubt, in good faith. He

late it later on. But for

I was not prese

Then, without s

too sure whether

Except you have

The other, up

based on memory

says he can

the time being,

sworn testimony that he does not recall 1

it's worth, you. may evaluate it and go on

r < 2 .

Ttiti CHAIRMAN!

locate that in the transc

as to how he categorized i

AR. KRIZBLLt

It's possible i

ript it might bo

t.

Is there a

pt anywhere in the building?

Off the record

(Whereupon the

record*)

MR* MARKS I I

be permitted to nove on and if
. . - . • - • •.•••- . • i

subal

that.

t froa the transcript(, why

•

re is a discuss i

37

nt

he

to

t*

t

on

would suggest that

you have sotnethi

go head and do

ng
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FRIZCLLi Thank you, Mr

MR. SAGOTSKYs For the noaent, if

I aay add, you aay just postpone it for further

consideration or decide that it's not crucial. You

have tiae to evaluate that.

THE CHAIRMANt Let's handle that

in that Banner.

Mrt. MARKS: X would just like -•

I think we could end the discussion between the page

one characteriaation of cost effective utilities if

we just look at page tan, again of A-21, the 1980

report.

Oi MM. MARKS I

Q. Mr* Alairao, I call your attention to

page ten, the second paragraph. Is there not a

statement there regarding, least cost? Can you read

that sentence?

A* ihe last paragraphs Four categories were

evaluated with the hopes of achieving "least cost"

planning ioproveaents. And by following general

guidelines -- blah, blah .-- and they rater to it

later in the paragraph as being one ot tne two

constraints, the other constraint, being rules a

regulations ot the Department of Bnvironaental

STATS SHORTHAND RBPORTING S8RVIC8, IWCV
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Protection*

you, M r . Fri

me a bit. I

all this 1».

ect

-

THS CtfAIRMAMt Mould that

sell?

MR. FRIZBLLt It doesn't

sati

satis

39

sfy

if

don't understand what the relevance of

Does Mr. Alairao? Maybe we can

if Mr. Alaiao will give his definition of wha

cost is and

proceed with

do it in tna

based on that understanding, we*l

nis testimony.

THS CHAIRMAN! All right.

t fashion. You taafce your explana

what you conceive it as.

utilities?

housing but

least cost u

THE WITNESS! Least cost

Mk. BRENNAMt Housing.

MA. SAGOTSKYt It was sal

I think the testimony was concern

till ties.

MK, 3HBMNANI Mill you re

the question? I thought you said least cost

housing and

into the cat

Restate your

THIS CHAXRMANt We got lea

least cost utilities or whether i

solve

t 1

1

ea

Let

tion

d

ing

state

housl

it

st

•s

of

ng.

st cost

t M l

egory of least cost planning i«nprovem«

question, if you can remeaber It

MR. BRBMMAMt I thin* Mr.

\*

nts

Frlzell
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has to

simply

- direct

restate

tell us

and then he can

what he

for his

cost?

Intends

aeans.

definlt

to use.

that least cost

housing

problea

report.

i

I think

?

his

what

use

ion

uti

with least

*

I know

have asked hitu

use so

-

that we

what

that

can

- . •,
objection*

MR*

he

the

MK#

of a

MH.

MR.

lit!

HR«

cost

MA*

*R*

he

MR*

PRIZELLi

understand

terns and

8RKNMAMI

If Mr. Ala

s the terms

I can unde

So you are

40

iao would

to oiean

rstand

asking

11 three terms or just least

*

FRIZSLLt

SAGOTSKYt

es refers

FRIZBLLs

utilities

whichever

And if he

one he

feels

to least cost

I have a 1

MARKSi You have it

FHIZkJLLt

— what he

MARKS! 1

when he was h

.. ; £ • . . > U

proceed.

MR. SAGOTSKYt

ittle

in your

I didn't write it.

(&eans*

think you

ere.

I ' .n a s K i n i

I was goi

should

Mr.

•j

ng to
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suggest that you night leave that for your cross but

soaebov it*s gotten to the' point "

»R, HARKSt That we are at cross

or voir dire.

THft CHAIR*AM, I will sake the

ruling from the Chair* You explain it as you

understand it and we'll reserve rtr» Frizeli's remarks

for cross-exaaination if he feels that you have

explained it not to his satisfaction or understanding

Proceed, Mr. narks.

BY MR. MAKKSl

Q. Mr. Alaiao, do you have a definition

that you would use for least cost utilities and could

you axplain that?

A. Yes. we're dealing with water and sewer

facilities. .Least cost meaning that someone has

studied more than one alternative and has determined

that the least cost and therefore the most feasible

type of facilities to construct for a particular

project is the least cost on the basis of first,

capital cost an<i operating cost; operating cost being

used to determine present worth ot money -- capital

costs to be used as present worth of money. You have

guidelines for least cost* SPA guidelines, that tell

you how to determine least cost utilities* There is

STATS StiOtiTBAKD R8P0KTING SBftVXCS, INC.
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no* least cost def

42

inition within this report since

•
there is no alternatives study and there are no

operating costs i

least cost is the

capital and opera

alternate a, alte

n this

least

ting.

THE

mate

taany alternates you aay

THIS

a specific alternate he

report is that it

looking tor least

three or tour dif

this is the least

utility* one loca

capital costs are

THfc'

does

cost

t e r e n c

cost

t ion a

The

study. My definition of

cost to the client in the

total picture.

SAQOTSKYs As conpared to?

WITNESS! As compared to

C and alternate 0 and however

want to propose.

CHAIRMAN* We're dealing with

re.

wlTN£S3i • My problem with the

not. while it says it is

utilities, it does not examine

alternates and say, therefore

utility. It only examines one

nd 3ays these are what the

y make .no. representation *s to

what the operating costs are. As you know, even

though the capita

operating costs a

factors as to wha

lit* of tnu tacil

1 coat

ay be

t it' s

icy.

s may be a dollar, the

ten times in weighing the

going to cost you over the

.,o Ltii report does not

conclusively prove anything as far am least, cost 13

concerned. It re p r e 3 e nts one type of a system to

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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provide water and sewer and it defines what it feels

to be> the capital costs related to those particular

facilities if constructed* . .

Bt **• MARKS I

Q. Da you have ait estiaate as to what the

unit cost per year would be. for the system, whatever

it is, that is set forth in A-21, the 1980 report?

A* You are talking about the sanitary sewerage

section? •

0. Yes, the sanitary sewer section*

A. Yes. We made an estimate for the cost of

utilities on an operating basis to be approximately

$360 a year per unit, basically between $300 and $400

per unit per year for sanitary sewer service.

Q. Have you compared that yearly cost to

other sewer systems?

A* Yea, we did make a study of some facilities in

the area. Sewer service frori Northeast Monmouth

which is a system of about 9,000 units, $140 a yean

Wall Township, $150 a year; Middletown Township, $145

a year; Old bridge Township, $80 a year. Vba averaqe

of those, approximately $120 a year, ^oaethinq like

Q* Mow, those are all public or semi-public

utilities; is that correct?

STATS SHORTHAND SERVICE, INC*
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A. ¥•*.

Q« If this

public utilities wer

to aeet the project,

to the lower figures

Utilities Authority,

projec

e avail

would

in the

the wa

Middletown syaten, the Old

one, calls tor specu

That's not anywhere

this report. Number

Does Mr* Alaiao know

have any idea what 1

existing public sewe

Dased on? The compa

requires the answers

are objecting to the

Sagotsfcy•

•

those questions?

»

that Mr. Ala i no r J 3 [.

MA. FAI

lation.

near to

44

t were located where

able or could be ex

the figures then be

Northeast Monnouth

11 Township systea*

Bridge systen?

ZBLLt. Objection*

calls for hypothes

being denonstrated

two, what does "closer to

what 1

t would

t would cost? Does

cost to hook into

r system? If so, what is

rison that you've asked fo

to al 1

MR. SAG

quest i

MR. ?RI

TH£ CHA

those questions*

OTSKYt And thereto

o a i

ZELLt Thank you, M

-

IRMAMs Do you plan

MR. MARKSr Yes. I would

o rul to

TiiS CHA

it directly*

iRMAMt All right*

tended

closer

the

Muaber

is.

in

- mean?

he

an

that

r

re you

r •

to a£*

ask

Seeas
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1 quite satisfactory.

2 TUB WITNE38I X don't think I can

i answer the question definitively for this particular

4 site. The difficulty oi this particular site is it's

5 in the. Middle of town. So- that there are many

6 utilities that touch the borders of this town, but

7 without a definitive study, which this report doesn't

8 aake -- and I haven't had ttit to aak« -- there is no

9 comparison. I think it would be logical to have a

10 comparison but there is no comparison. The general

11 statement is that if we went closer to other

12 utilities, whether it be in the west or in the east,

li those facilities would probably becoae available at a

14 lower cost. But I have no definitive figures.

15 a* MM. MAKK3I

16 g. .Are you aware of utility systems close

17 to the western and eastern portion of the towns?

Id A. *ell, the western portion you've got Freehold.

1J in the eastern --

2tt MR. SAGOTSKftV Freehold Borough?

21 rue WITNESS! Freehold Borough.

22 And in the eastern portion, youv have -- they changed

23 the name to linton?

24 MR. SAGOTSK*! Into Tlnton Falls.

25 CHE CHAIRMAN! Is that exactly

STATS 3HOHTHAND RKk>ORTING 3KRVIC8, IMC.
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correct when we said rreehold Borough, Mr. Narks?

THE WITNESS* You hav« the

Township and the Borough*

MM. MARKSt X think th# Freehold

sewer systea?

THS WITNBSSl W«ll, th«r«*S a

sswagt tr«ata«nt plant shown right across th«

township lints, whsthcr It b« th« Township or Borough

MH. SAGOTSKYi It is a Borough

syataa and it might just ba on th* adga of th«

Township line, the ont that is now in existence* and,

doas ssrve soat portions of tht Township. The

Township has a part of its residential area served by

a private sewer system. .

you talking About?

MR* BRETN^ANi Which Township are

MR* SAGOTSKYi Freehold Township

TilB CHAIRMAN! That's what I was

trying to determine* It was stated Freehold Borough

and X was just trying to determine whether it was

Township or Borou.jj tnat we were referring to.

Township or Borough.

i SAGOTSRYr It was »y

impression that he was referring to the freehold

Botough --

STATC SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC*
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THB

MR*

nearest to this area?

direction, X think

ay MR. MARKSs

Q* I wou

page 11 of A-21, i

260,000 gallons is

on that £ i g u r e ?

1

n

A* Well, as I sa

developed for the

What they've done

torward lnto<their

looked at it under

are recommending 1

did you use 70? I

I think it's too -

low in the sewer;

They're carrying t

0 • V n a t

in a unit, is that

A-21?

TUB

THg

you

THB

d 11

whi

ment

WITNESS!

SAGOTSKY 1

WltMSSSt

CHAIRMANt

stated it

WITNESS}

fee to call

ch the ave

ioned* Do

id betoro, the

sanitary sewer.

i

0

-

i

s to

wa te

the

0 ga

come

30

t Is

carry san

r 3tudy«

microscope

lions per

47

t believe so*

— as being the

<
Right out on S37«

In an easterly

was Tinton Falls?

Tinton rails*

your attention to

rage daily demand of

you have a conaent

figure that was

we feel* is low*

itary sewage flow

And again, if you

and said, if you

day per person, wh

to the same conclusion here

is low to

now low i

he s a u• t i g u r e

10 J ']

in

.-l l i o n s t o e

fact, not

begin with. It wa

n the water*

forward*

i c o e r.»o n 3 I i v i

stated on page 12

y

•

s

ng

of

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING S8RV1CB, I«C
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1 A. Yes, They recite that thii was taken fro* a

2 Federal Housing Administration report* substantiate

3 the report as being alniaua standard designs

4 acceptable as revised 1965. They allude to the

report and they- say that vat the basis of toit of

6 their projections related to water.

7 Q, And yet their own report doesn't adhere

3 to that standardi is that correct?

A. That's the way I read it.

10 MR. SAGOTSKYt when you say "the!

11 own report** you are referring to?

12 MR. nARKSi A-21, the 1980 report

li BY MR. MARKS* .

14 Q. Jumping, it we can, to the fire figures,

15 do you have any comnents with regard to the storage

16 tank which is proposed and the figures given?

17 A. You jump right past the fire. There is a

Id recommendation on page 13 related to fire* And they

recommend, and we agree, that the standard that they

propose, 2,500 gallons per minute for a two hour

duration. Yet when they go forward into their

l jjLora-je tan*, tuey r ttcosunend a storage tan* of

23 300,000 gallons. if you simply Multiply 2,SOU tine*

24 120 alnutes, you'd see that tire fire would require

25 that the storage tank be filled at all tines because

STATE 3ttQRTHArtD REPORTING SERVICE, IHC.
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that's what the use that would be demanded in a two

hour fire. I think that's not proper. The 1979

report recoaaended 500,000 gallons and I would think

that that figure would be aore properi the bottoai

line to that.being that the cost of facilities in the

water section are, again, too low.

Q. When you say "the 1979 report*, you are

referring to P S - 3 ?

A. Yes, sir, I guess that's the number.

Q. Mow, do you have any.opinions regarding

the cost of utility service both sewer and water fron

an existing utility as opposed to a private utility?

A. well, l think you don't really have to

re-invent the wheel in the water and sewer business.

No one is that much smarter than anyone else. The

bigger the utility, the cheaper the cost to the

consuaerj the smaller the utility, the higher the

cost. The public utilities generally are lower

because they have certain tax advantages. They have

a different structure and, therefore, they're cheaper

In this particular example, you have the ingredients

to make the highest water and sewer rates AS L ,le

a saall utility, privately owned.

Q. How would the figures for both water and

sewer for this private system coaparo to a public

ST*T* SHOrttaAHO REPORTING SrfKfifCE, INC
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facility? Mhat would tha rates be in comparison of

on* to the other?

A* wall, wa took a study of water rates around tha

irti. *onaouth Consolidated averages about $135 a

yaar for a glvto unit that usas approximately 70,000

gallons a year, which is basically what this report

is basad on* Middlesex watar Company, $115 a yaari

old Brldga MUA, $100 a yaar. So tha avaraga for

watar on avan a privataly owntd *-> publicly owned

larger system is about $120 a yaar. Ma projected for

this particular system --they have not only a snail

system but they have again iron removal. They're

talking about removing water frbn tha Raritan

formation which has very heavy iron content. They're

dealing again with a sophisticated treatment process;

high first cost, high operating cost. We estimated

their water to be approximately $300.00 a yaar for

water. How do these figures compare? Two to three

tines higher than what you could expect from larger

public systems, connections.
«

Q* Connections to existing facilities?

A. Yes.

0. Do you have an opinion regarding whether

this report establishes tha economic inexpensiveness

it 1 can use that word -- with regard ta tha

STATfi S ' l ^ itrtVlCK,
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utilities proposed?

A« Ma* I tblnK I tried to explain before that to

determine what is the least a.ost you have to

determine what are the alternatives. And if you

study five, then you say this is least of the Civs I

nave studied; having those five being generally

agreed a» the five most reasonable to study. This

report only studies a given plan, and coses to a given

conclusion and only gives you half the picture, as

far as costs are concerned. Obviously, if you are

spending $3,000 in capital costs and the operating

costs go on for the next 40 years and you multiply

300 tinea 40, the operating costs are much higher

than the capital costs. So that that is a big

consideration in deternining what is the least cost

utility that .this project or any other project or any

other area in the community could say, this Is the

least cost facility for a particular service.

«H. HARKS* I would like to have

ttiiu Inter marked PB-4»

*R. S*GOT3K¥i There is offered,

for identification, a letterhead, law offices of

Rosen, Gelman and Weiss, dated Hay 13, l<*du,

addressed to Mr. George Handsa,fClerk, township of

Colts Neck, -Dear rtr. Handso*. And then it <jo«s on

STATS SdOHtaANU REPORTING SgftVICB, IXC.
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to attach page

• continuation

five and a aapt

two, which is * Resolution; page three

of the resolution! page four and page

altogether consisting of sis pages*

it will bo aarked PB-4. • . r.-

1*80, is aariied

froa whoa?

(Whereupon a letter dated May 13,

Pd-4 for identification*)

MR. TISCHBMDOR*t The letter is

Mrt. SAGOTSKYt Rosen, Gtlaan and

rfeiss, a professional corporation, Mewark, Mew Jersey

addressed to Mr

resolution*

• Handzo. It*s proposing a form of

MR. FRlZELLi I nay be mistaKen

but I thought that was already in. I thought we put

that in.

read enough ot

You aay further

placed into evi

to this evening

I start with th

evidence.

MR. SAGOTSKYi Well, I haven't

it to really acquaint ayself with it*

explore it, whether it has been

dence or for identification previous

•

*ii*. IAR/X.J: At this point, before

Is, I would like to move PB-3 into

MR. SAGOTSKYr PB-3*

MR* MARKS* Which is the 1979

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC
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ftilla* report.

53

MR. SAGOTSKYt Marked in evidence

1

2

3 (thereupon PB-3 for

4 identification is received and narked into evidence.)

5 0* MR* MARKS!

6 Q. Mr. Alaiao, could you -- would you tell

7 us what clients that law firs purports to represent;

a and, would you read that letter?

THE wiTNESSt The letter is to

10 Mr. George aandzo, Clerk, of the Township of Colts

11 tfacKi we enclose for the consideration of your

12 Township Committee, a form of resolution for the

13 purpose of granting a franchise to Elson T. Killan,

14 Inc. to construct and operate a water and sewer

utility on the land owned by Orgo Farms and

16 Greenhouses,vInc. to be developed by Richard J.

17 Brunelll. The proposed franchise area is more

Id particularly described in ttie torsi of the resolution.

This application is submitted pursuant to MJSA

20 4dtl9-17 and NJSA 43*13-11. We understand that

active consideration is being given to the

development, ot the land in wiucstion. .T^nc-.i.-j .>

2J water .i nd sewer services in this area will facilitate

24 improvements ol these parcels. elson T. Killaa

Associates Inc. is a firm of environmental and

STATe SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IHC.
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hydraulic

4a nave a
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engineers we

brochure out

your review. We

attention ot you

application for

(J.

reference

A. No.

request wh

A. They

exclusive

tarn in qu

request be

applicatio

Commiasion

Is

to the

Can
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11
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r Townshi

a franchl

Th

there

tf* R .

you e

made

are request

franch

est ion

made

ise to

The

to the

n is made to

, based upon

is an exclusive

water operator w

franchise*

Q.

establish

sane compa

forth in A

A. U'ai,

Thi

this L

ny ttia

-21?

, 1 (. C

riqht
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e 1
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anywhere
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Q. And not w. R^ Gratis?

MR. PRIZBLLl Mr. Marie, CID I

object? what In th« world does *• R. Grace hsve t

do with this? >

MR. MARKSl It seems to B«~ at,.''jfch«

tin* of Juno 17th hearing. Wtitn you had your wlt^as

here. Mr* MacDonald. Me brought up the matter o

whether or not -- • •

THE CHAIRMANi *w«* meaning the

Planning Board? I

MR. MARKSi The Planning Board,
- , • . • i

on cross-exaalnation, brought up the question ot

whether the Killam Company does not at all operate,

does not --hain't requested permission to operate

the proposed sewer plant.

v MR. FRXZBULs That's right., He

said her was unaware of any such request. '

MR. MARKSt Yes. But there was

later testimony or cotanent, X should say, given by

you which indicated that because this request £ana

through the parent company it was obvious that; Mr.

I
MacDonald had no Knowledge or was aware of it.

MR. PHlZELLt Mr. Marks, you are
• ' .. . <;

misconstruing the whole all o l that testimonyj
i

MR. MARKSt Let the Boardidecide
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that. " '.

MR. PRIZBLLi X will not until

I've aade ay point. I thought that perhaps tre

latter had been written on behalf of tha parerit

coapany. That aay have soae bearing or* it. *|t
* . . • • • * •

either the sane aeeting or next aeeting, X thljnfc the

i
letter and Bison T. Klllaa wrote it. The only] point

•. . i

being that Mr* MacOonald had no Knowledge. I.

MR. SAGOT3K*i Hold it rigjht

there. Is that the point and thrust of your bringing

out this testimony, that, the witness at that tlae, in

tha fora ot Mr. MacDonald and whoa else, were marking

for a company that has an intarast in a franchise in

this area and therefore there alght be a conf1

Is your point that the company, itself, is see

let?

cinq to

obtain a fraochise so that there aay be soae matter

of selfish interest or conflict there, as individuals

or the company7 ;

MR. MARKSt Obviously, the —

obviously, the company.

MR. SAGOTSKYt You are not, at

this point, pointing out anything to the individuals?

MR. MARKSt Ma* that is not

intent at all. The intent is very clear*

MR. FHIZELLr But that has

STATE. SHORTHAND RCPORTXttO SBBVICE, XMC
i i
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1 misunderstanding on ay position. The only Rule that

2 applies to evidential rulings in this proceeding is

3 whether or not the subject matter of the document is

4 relevant to the proceedings, I can't argue that the

5 document is relevant to the proceedings* X have no

6 objection to it. I move all my evidence on the sane

7 basis*

<* MR. MARKS* X would add to that -

J MR. SAGOTSKYs Let's settle this

10 issue* The other issue raised is not to be

11 determined at this time. Let's settle P3-4 and qet a

12 ruling on that* it's offered, into evidence*

13 *R* FRIZELLt X have no objection

14 Mr* Sagotsky*

15 *R. SAGOTSKYt Harked into

16 evidence, P8«r4*

17 (whereupon P8-4 for

Id identification is received and marked into evidence.)

19 MR. rRIZBLLi I only trust that

20 it's an accurate copy*

21 MR* SAGOTSKYl Well, I'd be qlad

22 to let you loo* jt it* There's certainly no

23 intention on tr-~? jart of an inaccurate copy* Would

24 you liKe to look at it?

25 ttK. FKlZBLLt I have nothing to
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conpare it to at this tine, i n t u i t it's correct*

MR. SAGOTSKYt If you coapar* it

. HARKSi I believe Mr. Handso

is present In the building and if there's any

question from Mr* rrlzellj I'd be glad to get: hint an

original copy*

MR* FHIZBLLt I ISSUii lt*S a

correct copy* I have no objection to It on the

assumption it's a correct copy*

*K# HARKS* Thank you*

THE CHAtRMANi Proceed, Mr. Marks

MR. .MARKS* I have no further

questions of this witness.

THS CHAIRMAN. Board members have

any questions they would like to interpose?

EXAMINATION BY THE BOAHDi

MR. BRENNANi Is it fair -- night

I suoaarise your testimony before you cross~exanine?

You are saying that you question

ttitt quality ;i teasiol lity study because it does

does not thoroughly examine alternatives; that you
• • • . • • • • . ,

believe- the capital cost is understated and that the

operating costs were not consiJared in th* Killnn

3TATK SHORTHAND HSPORTI^G r IMC.
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1 raporti but, in your opinion, tna operating coats of

2 tnis specific utility would ba higher than tha othar

3 poaalbla options that were not exaalned?

4 TMS wiTNgBSt X agree) with avary

5 stateaent you made, yes, sir*

6 THB CHAIRMAN* Taking that to ba

I HR. BRSNMAHt But a% a practical

8 Batter, you don't know that if we looked into utility

^ "K", -X* or "Zm, it might require an expansion of

10 capacity of utilities "X*, m*m and mtm at currant

11 cost a» opposed to historical costs, which probably

12 contributa in some fashion to tha lowar annual charge

13 per year?

14 THE rflTNESSi That's a complex

lb question. I aust presume that no matter where I go

16 I'm going to have to create sewage treatment plant

17 capacities, whetner it's there, existing or I haM9 to

id create it. I think the important factor is that

19 we're dealing with an extremely small area in this —

20 in this particular case; 30 that in i»y judgment, even

21 if you had to add on to a sewage treatment plant, in

22 Freehold, it would be ciea^er than to create a highly

23 sophiaticated tertiary, advanced nstt water, small

24 sewerage systea in tha middle of the town.

^5 rtR. SAGOTSKYt At the Orgo site?

STATE SHORTHAND R5FORTIMG SBRVICe, INC.
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rate* If I were connect
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THE rfITMESSt 1 * a onl
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§

m

1 MR. DAHLSOMt Even if that

2 particular plant waa to service a so-called

3 subsidised housing.

4 THS wiTNESSs To tha beat of ay

5 knowledge, tfeat is. The rules of tha gaaa ara that

6 the grant can only go to public entities*

7 MR. SAGOTSKYt Tha answer is no.

3 THE CHAlRMAMf Mr* Alaimo, to

* your knowledge in any of your experience, Is there

10 any advantage to understated costs at the outset with

11 the Applicant.

12 THfi WITNESS! There really isn't

13 any advantage because the Applicant obviously is only

14 fooling himself, it that's the tars that I can use.

ID tfut the illusion is beinq created that utilities can

16 be provided at an economic cost. When tha figures

17 are not true, then you know, that's — that would ba

Id the only thing that the purpose would have to be, to

19 tool someone alsei because, obviously, you are -joing

20 to pay the piper if you are trying to fool yourself.

21 THE CHAIRMAN! If a plant is

22 designed and it's already going to operate at 95

23 percent capacity at its outset, do you feel it would

24 be wiser to make it larger in tha beginning and not

25 come too close to the tail capacity or would It be

JTAfd SHORTHAND MG SERVICE, INC
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Alaemo - cross

1 tort economical to add on later --

2 THS tflTMfSSt No, no«

THE CHAIRftANs — to provide for

going over that capacity?

THE 4ITM8SSS The nor* would be

6 that -- the norm in sewage treatment plant design is

7 that you design for a 12 year growth factor after

8 completion of the construction. In a closed

franchise of this type, .of course, the holder of the

10 franchise is limited to his confines, unless there's

11 an application to expand his franchise for new

12 customers. Certainly, it's cheaper to add 25 percent

13 now than it is to add 25 percent later because all

14 you're talking about is the tank being a little

15 bigger. Later you are talking about an auxiliary

16 tank next to^it. 8ut, again, without the operating

17 costs, without the projections, full projections, on

utilisation of tnis facility, that's difficult to

19 come out with, whether the size should be 250, as

20 they suggest or maybe 500,000. I certainly think

21 that I would not design the plant at that close a

22 margin. There are thinqs, you know, that aren't even

discussed* the, water filtration plant, the back wash

24 water from the water filtration plant aust go into

25 the sanitary sewer system. There is no provision.

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SRftVtCB, IMC.
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They don't flag it*

get water from tbat

art extreaely close

built these, I think

cautions that aaybe

figures later.

They don't say

particular faci

on the low s

they could

ide

, we're going to

lity. The figures

and if they ever

take their own

they would have

THE CHAIRMAN

questions froa the Board?

audience that would

representative of th

general audience tha

Mr* Herman?

would come around th

facinj --

three- questions.
t

* . • • • - .

t

Is there anyone

like to pose

MR. 3AG0TSKY

e School Boa

THE CHAIRMAN

MR. SAGOTSKY

THE CHAIRMAN

t would like

a

t

rd

s

t

i

to

to change their

Any other

froa the general

question?

And we have the

here.

Relative to this?

Yes.

Anyone froa the

pose a question?

The School Board have a question,

MR. SAGOTSKY

is side I th

MR. HERMAN.

•

t

ink

r

Mr* Herman, if you

you would be

only have two or
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CROSS-BXAMIMATIOH 3¥ MR. HKRMANi

Q. Mr* Alaimo, you said before -- you gave

us estimates of the capital cost to build these

utility systems to service the Orgo site. I think

you used the number 33,300 per unit?

A. Correct.

Q. Are you aware that the developer is

planning to construct a site over a multi-year period

1 think something like five years?

*R. BR£ttNANs Hundred a year he

had testified — somebody had testified to.

MR. H & RMAN t Okay.

B* MA. ric

g. Assuming that to be the case, that it's

going to take five years to build, would the same be

true of the utility systems? Would they be built 20

percent each year or would (they have to be built

before the first unit was usable?

A* You know, I don't know what their construction

schedule is; but, the norm in a case of that type

*ould be the primary facilities, such as the s-rv^r^

treatment plant and water treetaent plant would be

constructed totally at the beginning, before the

first occupancy permit. The extension of the water

3TAT& SHORTHAND REPOrtTIMG SSRVICE, IMC.
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m

1 par unit?

2 A. No, X did not takt tint into consideration* y«s

3 it would incrtast the costs*

4 *R. BREtfNANt BXOUft ••• The

5 costs would ba increased through funding tha

6 oparating deficits early on whan they have only ona

7 customers, two customers and tha utility would ba

d running at a loss.

9 THE WITNESS! £ presume that's

10 what he's alluding to? And the answer would be yes«

11 And he's going to try to recoup that in his rates at

12 a later ~

li BY rtR. HSrtrtANt

14 Q. Those costs were not included in your

lb $3,3UO per unit? It obviously is a higher number to

16 recover? *

17 A. Correct*

ia Q. ; There was discussion both from you and

19 frost prior witnesses that we can expect that the

20 utility systems will be owned possibly by Killaa

21 Associates, possibly by the developer; but, probably

22 by some private person, company or organization. Old

23 you Include in, your estimate- ot annual operating

24 costs any factor for profit for t private- owner-opera

25 of this system or were your estimates just a break

;or
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1 even estimate based on what the cost would be to

2 operate? <

3 A. My figures are reasonable estimates. Under

4 private operation, he's entitled to depreciation*

5 he's entitled to profit* he's entitled to Interest

6 borrowed on moneyi he's entitled to his own end.

7 Again, my figures are reasonable estimates, knowing

d how much it costs to say operate a 1,500 unit or

9 1,200 unit system in this particular case.

10 g# one last question. You nay hay^

11 answered this already, but in my mind it's a little

12 unclear. Did you say that if this site were on or

13 adjacent to a public utility system that the both the

14 capital costs and the operating costs would. In all

15 possibility, be significantly lower than what they

16 arehere?

17 A. I did say that; and, I affirm. I agree with

id that kind of a statement.

19 «H. HERMAMi Thank you. I have

20 no other questions.

21 TUB CHAIRMANt I think you meant

22 to say interest on borrowed money instead of interest

23 borrowed on money.

24 THB WITNESS* tes, sir, yes.

2t> THE CHAIRMAN! Mo other questions*

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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1 (Whereupon a recess is taken at

2 SsOO p.«..)

3 (thereupon the hearing reconvenes

4 at 9sO7 p*au.)

5 TtfS CHAIRMANt We shall reconvene

6 The five minute recess was probably in order so Mr*

7 Friiell could gather his thoughts and questions..

a And while we were out, Mr. Marks

9 has found another question he would like to ask* So

10 we'll permit him to ask it at this time before Mr*

11 Frizell starts. Mr* Marks?

12

13 CONTINJKD QlReCT BXAMINATIOM BY MR. .'MARKS I

14

15 Q. Mr* Alaino, you are familiar with this

16 site, are you not?

17 A* res, 1 am.

IS Q. Have you ever physically walked the site

13 A* Yes, 1 have*

20 Q, Have you examined the size of the stream

21 as it appears on the Orgo parcel?

22 A* Yes.

23 Q» Knd could you describe* tH# site* of that

24 stream and the flow at that point?

25 A. Well, it's at the headwaters of a watershed so

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICB, IMC
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F1

i

i

1 that the flow is not small but 1 would say ditch sise

2 if anything, am opposed'to a continuously flowing

i stream* I think It's at the top of a watershed* All

4 l was going to describe is that there is no

3 appreciable flow to support continuous flow of water

6 in that particular area* In this particular case, we

7 walked the site. We also observed that any effect

3 the sewage treatment plant will happen upstream from

i this particular plant site as it referred to in the

10 report and probably one of the reasons for the high

11 degree of treatment that is required, a combination

12 of the low flow ot the stream itself and having one

li sewage treatment plant already dumping into the

14 particular stream.

lb Q. It this PUD project was located at a

16 another point further down the stream at the eastern

17 end of the Township, do you have any thoughts as to

Id the cost of the utilities with the stream size or

19 whatever down at the eastern endf make any difference^

20 MR. PRlzeLLt I'm going to object

21 to that. It calls for speculation on the part of Mr.

il A l a i m o . tie c e r t a i n l y h a s n ' t d e m o n s t r a t e d a n y

2 3 k n o w l e d g e o n w h i c h *• > > ~ > m a n s w e r to t h a t m e n t i o n

24 6t rtR. MARKS!

25 g. Are you aware of the size of the stream

STATE SHORTHAND RBPOHTI.SG , SERVICE , INC
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clearly what

objection.

going to let
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rn portion of the Township?

i t\*v before at what is teraed the U3Q3

shows the topoqraphy of that portion of

• If you care to direct your questions

, I'd be glad to answer* They show

the watershed consists of* .

THE CHAIRMANt Me still have an

The Chair is goln^ to rule that we're

you answer the question and see if you

have the expertise or knowledge to answer it.

£* MR. MARKS

Q.

flow of this

to now ~ we

Slope Strean

i

Are you familiar with the size and the

stream lower down in the flow?

HR« SAtiOTSKYt You are referring

talked about Slope Brook, I think, or

and we talked about Hockhockson* Are

you referring to either one of those two when you say

"stream*.

ttl MM. HAKKS

A* Yes, a

lower down?

A» The fl

THS WITNESSt Hockhockson*

t

Are you familiar with it?

ir.

Can you describe the sixe and the flow

ow, as indicated on the USGS sheet, would
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1 be appreciably Increased by the site of the, watershed

2 it you proceeded downstream approximately two ailes.

i it torn this particular nap, I would lay you would

4 probably increase the flow of the stress five to ten

5 fold just by the corvtributary area that is involved.

6 Q. if this project were located at that two

7 aile point rather than where it is, would that have

a any effect on least cost utilities in terns of your

9 own definition?

10 A. It would decrease the capital and operating

11 costs of the aawaq« treatment facility because you

12 would have a greater dilution factor in the strean

13 itself, and, therefore, greater capability of the

14 streaa to absorb the load being discharged*

li j. So you wouldn't have to have as

16 sophisticated a treatment facility as is proposed on

17 the Orgo site?

13 A. I would say generally that's a correct

19 stattatnt.

20 MR. MARKSi Thank you, Mr.

21 Chairman.

22 THK CHAIRMANt You po^ J couple

cj ot questions that I would like answered. When you

24 say "as sophisticated", you mean reduce it from

25 tertiary to secondary treatment.

STATE SHOtlTliANO RSPOaTING SSRVICB, IMC.
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i

1 THE wiTNESSt Well, there art a

2 number of constraints related to dissolved oxygen,

i phosphorus and nitrates* Tho greater good would

4 affect all of those particular restraints, In general

5 Tho question was asked as* a general question.

6 Certainly with a stress that has a larger flow, more

7 permanent, sore reliable flow, it would enable It to

ft absorb aore of a load on the industrial and,

<* therefore, the specification of the type of removal

10 would be reduced. Again, you are moving away from

11 the MAOA Sarle sewerage treatment plant and that

12 would be beneficial since their contaninants haven't

1J been able to be absorbed at this point. The oxygen

14 level would be improved further down* Number one,

lb the watershed is extremely snail in the location

16 called for. *If you move downstream, the watershed

17 would be Increased tremendously but you are also

Id moving away from the sewage treatment plant which is

19 a contaminant on the stream right now.

20 THE CHAIRMANt Could you make any

21 determination as to whether that stream *t the --

22 principally the topography OJL the stroai can handle

2a the; flow proposed.

24 TUB WITNESS! toM are talkinq

25 about just as flow?
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THE CHAIRMAMt The effluent, yeah

THg *lTN«S3t I don't rtntnber

the numbers but I did check this out* That question

was posed to me and the actual capacity of tha streaa

in its croia-stction. I don't think tha Clow froa

this sawaga treatment plant -am proposed would have a

real effect. I thin* that if the stori drainage fro»

that particular development were directed towards the

scream there would be a material effect* But even at

300,000 gallons a day or 400,000 gallons a day, I

don't thin* it is would aaterially affect the streaa.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you.

Mr. Frizell?

CK05S~gXAMINAri0tf BY MR, FHIZKLL*

Q, Mr* Alaifflo* let me ask you a few

preliminary questions. Are you generally familiar

wltift cost of construction and \\ay/e you tymen for sone

period of tine?

A. Yes, sir.

j. >iow, could you -- there was a builder

that testified on Denait -- on our Denait who said

recently construction costs have been inflating about

20 percent a year in the past five years. Is that
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roughly accurate In your estimation?

A. I can't say 20 percent would b« *

representative figure. I think that's a littler high.

X think if you said construction and you said asphalt

X would say, yeah, that's probably a tru« statement*

asphalt prices being affected like everything else,

with tha oil prices. Concrete prices, pipe prices, I

would say ten to 12 percent Is aore of a reasonable

figure for inflation construction in the last five

years .

Q. i think the CPI was about 13 percent.

What about last year, 1979, not an average for five

years but in 1979? Do you have any Idea?

A. From 1979, from *73 to '79?

Q. The year 1979, January 1, '79?

A. You mean to 1980?

Q. Correct.

A. Are we talking about asphalt or non-asphalt?

Q. I'm talking about the kind of

construction you need to. do for these sewer plantsj

digging, laying lines, et cetera?

A. X would say in the sewage treatment tield, I

don't think the lines have materially gone up. I

think concrete has; sone labor coses. I say 12

percent is a reasonaole figure. One percent a month

jau.u;iAiD SPORTING SSi
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one percent

ink that's a
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say that continued through all

a month for the past IS,

representative figure*

, would you tell, Mr* Al

20

aino*

what the non-degradation policy of DSP is?

cally that a

the state tha

strtau — a stress) is to

t it is prior to the discharge

cular effluent. So that the standard that

would be developed in this particular cast would ba

looking at

not a hard

that in th

being th«r

the stream.

policy. But

is particular

e, they would

is a contaminant that i

maybe perm

water but

seen them

nigher qua

Q.

it a loading

itself. And that policy

that is the general pol

case, the NAD Barle pla

take into consideration

s already in the stream

that would not degradate

by the same token not improve it. 3u

take the reve

lity.

Would you

Utility Commission, pla

rates and

familiar w

A. Gene

terns of inve
•

ith that?

rally fast ilia

rsal and make the etflue

tell what the PUC, the P

ys in. terns ot tie setti
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r, sure.
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that
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ng of
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i

1 Qm What role do they play?

2 A* ?H« Public Utility Coaaissioii* by li«f ii tht

1 controlling agency related to utility rates and the

4 nethod of accounting, the aethod of depreciation* the

5 aethod of schedules that will be subaittedf and, the

6 aaount of profit that will be psraittad for this

7 particular facility.

8 Q. And In taros of establishing wistt load

9 not wast* load allocation, but actual sizing of th*

10 plant, et cstara, are there any stats or federal

11 agencies that control that aspect of the construction

12 of a sewer plant?

13 A* The Department of environmental Protection has

14 rules and regulations which basically establish

15 rainiauA standards relating to the size of conponent

16 units within the sewage treatment plant, itself*

17 Q. *hat about the size of the plant in

Id terms of the nuaber of persons or unit that it's

19 supposed to serve?

20 A. They navm review of the consulting engineer's

21 report and have final jurisdiction. However, as in

22 all cases, the design engineer has the design

IS responsibility lot this. The State would not relieve

24 the design engineer of responsibilities* They would

25 they have review, they have pernits, by law,

STATS SUORTHAN0 REPORTING SERVIC8, IMC»
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engineering capabilities.

MR. SAGOTSKYi X sight say

reputation is one thing, reputation is what others

think. The testinony here was with reference to a

specific report, specific iteos alleged that were --

or fallacies in the specific report. And X think

reputation and what the specifics called for are two

divergent elements. And again, X don't think it's

relevant.

TH£ CHAIKMAttt The Chair aqrees

with Counsel that to question the reputation of

someone else in that field is probably, 1 would

consider, unethical. And let's stick to the

specifics of the report if you feel it's damaging but

not as to their reputation.

dY «K. FRX2ELL:

Q. Mr. Alaimo, have you ever represented

Individual applicants before1 approval agencies?

A. Individual applicants?

Q. Yes.

A. Sure.

Q« Now, when you represented an applicant

at a stag* of preliminary approval. Is it your

expectation that If the project is approved that you

will do substantially more detailed work for the

STATK SHORTHAND RBPORTIMG 3BRVICS,
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project as It progresses?

A. I don't understand the

Q. well, in other

question*

word

hypothetical applicant who has h

you to go in, testify at the

approval, very early stage o

early stage of planning the

A, May X ask, have X done

the work?

Q. tfes.

s, assualng

32

a

ired you, he's asked

stags of prsli

f testimony and

proj

the

A. Done the feasibility work?

Q. Prepared the fe

going in at the preliminary

circumstance, isn't it noraa

were approved that you would

on and do the more detailed

A, It's normal.

Q. when you testif

Alalno, do you consider your

of Interest at that time?

A. No.

asib

stag

ect?

workf have

ility repor

e. Mow, in

1 that if the p

be

work

y in

self

MH. SAGQTSK*

object.

MR. FRI2

question.

BLLi

retained to

?

•inary

very

X planned

t and are

that

roject

conti nue

that respect, Mr*

to hayiB a

: At this

conflict

po i nt I

He answered the
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MR* SAGOT9RY* I objected first*

He- shook his head and he answered it and Z withdrew,

in effect* And now you are following up on your

situation* which I don't think is proper* There i»

nov testimony that he will obtain any job and the

situation here, to make a comparison now of the

situation in which Mr* Alaimo finds himself in B^

compared to an engineer who has written a letter

asking for a franchise, is obviously making a

comparison not based on the alternatives*

MR* KRIZELLt You can save your .

arguments, Mr. Sagotsky, tor your advice to the Board

As far as l*a concerned, Irepresent private interest

predominantly, not exclusively* But virtually every

witness I bring forward, every engineer, has some

financial interest in the outcome of the project* He

hopes to have the project approved* He will make

more money as It goes along* And that's the only

point .that I'm attempting to make.

MR* SAGOTSKYi The two

contractors that you had here froim Canada alleged

that they had hopes, but no commitment to have any

came/forth, from this project.

StTMR. *RI2KLL* ,:^- i

Q. Mr. Alaimo, do> you have any difficulty

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SBRVICB, INC
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with

given

*ili

will!

sail

84

tha baalc frea aarfcet principle* That is, that

a single project.

sail at the prlca

ng to pay and the)

it for?

Mil.

oft tha basis chat it's

is ha

here

overr

parti

going

ra as %n expert on

as an economist.

THE

uled. I feel that

cular project, let

a slngla product, that it

at which that willing buyer is

willing seller is willing to

MARKS* I*ia going to object.

totally irrelevant. Tha aan

sewerage and water* He's not

CHAIRMAN. Tha objection is

of It pertains to this

hiB answer it. But if he's

to go into economics, I will sustain.

MR.

for the record that Mr.

THE

racord that Board samba

9t20.

we' ra

that

SO

at, lot's not gat

Mr* Alaiao — that

MR.

MR.

?RI2SLLs I as* that you note

Larfcln has arrived.

CHAIKMAHt Note for the

r Lawranca Larkln arrived at

we don't lose sight where

into economic*. I don't feal

*s within his purview.

FRIZELLi I don't intend to.

SAGOTSlHfr May I just add a

U word for the benefit of Mr. Larlcln? Mr. Alilio hat

finished his direct exaaination and it's basad on
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testimony with reference- to the sewer construction

and various aspects of tho sewer that say apply.to a

project of this type. And at this point, Mr- Frliell

i» conducting his cross-examination based upon tht

direct testimony* • -

I an finished*

THS CHAIRMAMt Thank you*

Try anothtc ont> Mr» Frix#ll*

Bi MR. FRIZSLLl

Q. It was a yas or no question, wh«th«r or

not Mr* Alaiao had any difficulty with that basic

principle?

A . .• . • ' '

Q. Now, you don't know any housing

developers, other than soot governmental aqency, that

are in the business of giving things away to the

general public, do you?

A. You lost me on that one.

Q. You are correct, Mr. Alaino. Let ate go

around that* . -_.... . ,-.r:~̂ v̂-,,-,, »

Assume that we had a given product

within a narket area, namely, a house and namely. In

the aarket area of Colts (Tack, in the vicinity of

Colts^ Heck. And the exact sa«e- noose* An* If* one

the builder was able to produce the house and put it

STATE SHORTHAND RSPORTtMC SBBVICB, INC*
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1 on tha aarfcet with an expenditure oC $500 acre than

2 tha other builder was able to sail It for. Mow,

3 assuaing tha free aarfcet principle, that tha buyers

4 are willing to pay that price, is it your experience,

5 Mr. Alaiao, that in that situation the builder who,

6 •***& $500 on a sewer utility would pas* that on to

7 his consuotri as a gratuity?

6 MR. MARKS* I'a going to object*

9 The basis of the question is unfair because every

10 piece of property is unique. Different locations

11 attract certain people, others don't. X don't

12 believe the question is a fair one*

13 MR. SAGQTSKY* I further object

14 on tha ground it's highly speculative. If Z were a

15 builder, I alght be inclined to pass it on; it

16 soaebody else ware a builder, he aight not.

17 MR. MARKS* Depending on his own

18 economic conditions, also.

13 MR. PRlZSLLt That's why I asked

20 tha first question first* and, that was, that a nan

21 sells the product for what the person buying the

22 product is willing to pay. Mr* Alaiao testified, as

23 I recall, if you could* save $1,000 on a sawar

24 connection that that would i«kt the house cost less*

25 I suggest to you that that's directly contrary to the

Si'hTK SHORTHAND REPORTING SBRVICB, IHC
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fundaaental principle of our economy*

MR. MARKS. Are you testifying

an expert, as a builder, as an attorney* as s sewe

expert or what?

MR* FRIZBLLi I ss) responding

Mti objection. Mo*, I asked Mr* Alaiao if it was

experience that that occurs* If it is, it isf i

it's not, it*s not* Then we can proceed*

MR. MARKSs I object* There

no testimony here that Mr. Alalno is a builder a

does or does not pass on cost* It's wholly

irrelevant and out of order.

THE CHA.IRMAM, The Chair wou

rule that each builder would vary in his own

philosophies and his own principles for charging

a unit. And I don't think Mr. Alaino should be

called to answer that question on the basis of h

own philosophy. He certainly doesn't know how t

builders operate* He responded as to the orlnci

but don't let's get into specifics.

MR* FRIZBLLt Does that mean

objection is sustained and I should proceed to
*

another subject matter?
, - . - • • . • • • v \ ^ . - ~

THE CHAIRMAN. Yes*

MR. fRIZBLLs Thank you* X*

h

f

i

nd

Id

87
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batting about 90 in this proceeding.

ay

89

Q. Mow, Hr* Alaiao, it you Have ait idea,

approximately how many private sewer treatment

facilities are presently operating in Men Jersey?

A. Bxtreaely few.

Q. Approximately how many are presently

operating, Mr* Alaiao?

MH. MARKS* If you Know*

THB CHAIRMAN! Let him answer it,

Mr. Harks.

definitive number.

THB rflTNBSSi I don't know a

THE CHAIRMAN! We had somewhat of

an answer to this, approximately one percent* I

think that's deElnitive. for hi© to say 19 or four

or 26, X don't think he caat prepared to testify to

that* He's sworn before this hearing that it was

approximately one percent*

B* MR. FRIXBLLt

Q* Now, how many sewer plants are there

operating, total, in New Jersey, do you know?

Km. How many sewer plants are there operating in

Jersey? ̂

Q. How many sewer authorities?

STATS SHORTHAND HBPORTING SBRVICC* INC*
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A*

89

Sewer authorities*

Q. Yes. X shouldn't say sewer authorities.

I a u n t approved .sewer systeas, total?

A. *ell, wait • Minute. That's --

Q« Including private and public?

A. I would say 200*

Q* All right* So then one percent of 200

is twoi is that correct?

A. No* I think if you listened to ay answer, it

was that one percent of the people are served by

private sewer companies. I could take one public

company, Middlesex Sewerage Authority, that services

a multitude of populations. The only regaining ones

in the private sector are extremely snail ones,

scattered. Most of then have been acquired by the

public sector because they're inefficient to operate?

and, for cost factors, they've gone out of business*

Q. Are you now changing your testimony, Mr.

Alaiao?

A. X don't know if there are two* No, you cannot

take two, one percent of 200. You have to take a

nuaber that represents people and population* I

don't think there more than one percent of the people

served in New Jersey by a private sewer company.

Q* Well, Mr. Alaino, of course you

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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1 understand, I'a sure, that the City of Newark and the

2 City of Peterson is not served by private sewer

3 companies. But i'i not sure that that** the percent

4 of the people is the point*

5 Mow, which the of the private sewer

6 companies presently operating did you go to and

7 analyse their operating cost in order to prepare for

3 your testimony?

9 A. Analyzed their costs? I've seen the sewer

10 rate schedule from Sunbury Village in Burlington

11 County, population serviced, about 500j sewer rates,

12 $500 a year. I think in the report we presented

13 another small one we were able to find. It is

14 difficult to find them on a general basis. Their

ID rates are high. There are very few of then. Other

16 than that, if you would like me to research the PUC

17 records, that's the only place you can definitively

la find then.

19 Q. I understand that. You keep saying

20 "generally* this and that, Sunbury Village has

21 annual per unit rates of $500 per innun?

22 A. Approximately.

23 . , Q. And that services how many people?

24 A. Oh, I would say it's a development of five, 600

25 people.
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Q. Hoati or people?

A* People, people.

Q. That would be --

A» Probably*

Q. Two-hundred and fifty hoits?

A* Saall tovnhouats 200 and 250 units.

91

It's a

water and sewer conpany, both private.

Q. Now, have you ever atteapted to

deteraine «t what point « we now know that 250,

assuming your figures here are accurate for this

Burlington County community, do you know at what

point it becomes feasible to install and operate ~ I

mean, I would consider $500 a year to be feasible

only if it was supported by the market value of the

houses. I don't know really what they were there or

what their sales prices were. Have you ever

atteapted to analyse yourself, at what point —

what's the minimum number of units that should be

provided for in a package treatment systea?

A. Well, that's not a clear question. Where do

the economics cross over, is that what you are saying

Q. Yes.

*• Bow aany units would it take, in ay opinion, to
. • • • . . . •

aak* a feasible aystea?

Yes*
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A. As tar as sanitary sewerage is conctrmd, X

don't think you'll find feasible — and feasible I

vn $200.00 a year or lass for sewer ratas -- lass

than 25,000 units* Tha wittr system is dapandant a

lot on tha supply facilities. If l*ve> qot a wall In

tha middle of ^n araa whara it has no Iron rtnovil

and all I'm doing is pumping water directly out of

the ground and chlorinating, the feasibility could be

on the basis of 1,500. If I've got an Iron removal

plant, then ray numbers will change, increase

drastically, maybe up to 2,500, 3,000. But sewers, X

would say, 5,000 and less is uneconomical! and, you

are getting into high rates*

Q. At what point do you reach the level of

$250, how many units approximately? '

A* what are you talking about, for sewers? f
• i

Q. yeah, sewer* You said it was $200.00 a
i

unit at 5,000 units? i

A* I've never developed those figures on a

definitive basis*

Q. But presumably, if X understand your

• ' ?.is correctly, at 5,000 units you can get to
I

$200,00 < year, in your opinion* Xf you go less than

that* the price will rise? . ,j

A. Correct*

3PATB SHORTHAND HEPORTISG SERVICE, INC.
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1 Q* Hut you are not sure at what point, for

2 instance, you come to 250 or 225?

3 A. There's so many different Ingredients to it*

4 Is it privately, publicly owned *n& secondary

5 treatment, tertiary treatment and how big Is t»>e

6 system? You would have to analyse each one*

7 Q* Is it generally your ~ you work

8 principally for municipalities* is that correct?

9 A* Correct.

lu 0* Is it generally your experience that the

11 government is able to provide services at lower rates

12 or lower cost to the ultimate consumer than private

13 enterprise?

14 MR. MARKS! I object* The

15 question is too broad.

16 t THE CHAIRMAN! Can you answer

17 that, Mr* Alaimo?

Id TUB WITNESS! Well, the question

19 was broad* If he means in the field of utilities, I

20 can answer the question! and, th* answer is, public

21 entities provide utilities to people at lower cost*

22 No question. Therm** a tremendous difference in the

2 3 cost of financing* A municipality finances ae the

24 cost, oi- si» ta seven percent, tax free bonds* A

25 private man goes out and if he's lucky, he's going to

STATE 3:103 THAND R8PORTING 5> P * V I C r , IMC
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pay

ditf

• : v

14 to 15 percent Interest rates* treaendous

erence in the cost

d¥ MR. FRIZBLLt

capl

Q. what about

tal? What about th

building a given unit?

ente

A.

en te

ijove

A.

rprise cannot do it

No, I think those

J. Vou, mean t

r p r i s e w a s able to

rnmant?

I think the days

of monies related to capita

other than nonles related

e cost of constructing and

Do you think that private

cheaper than the governmen

days are gone*

he days are gone when prlva

do things cheaper than the

are gone when you can have

private man to go but to get scab? »n<f <jet -

cons

non-

non-

publ

gove

the

truction ot the non

union labor and the

union labor. The r

ic entity and a pri

Q. Oo I under

rnment can construe

collection faciliti

-union labor. There is no

re is no electrical work.

ate is the sane for the a

vate entity.

stand your answer that the

t the sewerage treatment pi

es and the water treatment

plant and water distribution facilities at a sane

cost

A.

with

with

or less cost than

I think they can

*
approxlnately the

a private enterprise?

create the saae facilities

sane cost, with variabiliti

location of the project, the travel to the

94
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ant
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project. But I don't think the cost, ooit of the

facilities —

: • MR. SAGQTSKfi Your insver that

you Just made tikes, into consideration your previous

answer to your question about financing costs are so

such cheaper on the part of the public utility than a

private?

• MR. BRENNAMl Mo. Mr* frlsell*S

question excluded that*

Mrt» SAGOTSKYt Very well.

MR. BHBNNAHt Previously, you

referred to Federal and State grants only for

$6v#r&»ent~eWneff utilities* now, is- that -fre«* money

that oust not. be paid back?

THE tflTNBSSt Oh, yeah. Sewage

treatment grants under EPA are grants. They are not

available to private utilities.

MR. BRBNNANs But the

governmental body does not have to pay it back?

THE wiTNSSSs Correct.

. MR. BRENNANt See, then it would

affect the rate base*.

THK MITtfCSSs I think the

question is what is the construction cost as opposed
- • • • - • . •• . ' - • • • ' * •

to where did the aoney come from.
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air M R * r R H B L L i * ' • •• - / _ /
- ' " • - . • . - . - ^ - /

Q. ttov* in tarns'of •stisatln? * collactlon
• * - /

- • • /

systa«, tha costs of a collaction systa»r can yo«i

tali •• what ara tha factors that 90 into astiaating

tha cost? :. -̂  • , •' -,:'

A« Cost of aatarial costs of labori thosa ara tha

two basic lngradiants.

Q« Now, glvan a ona-staqa in tha dssigrt

procass varsus .-- what I oaan to say is# can't you

axplaln, Mr* Alaiao# tha dlffsranca batwaan tha

million dollars and tha $655,000 in tha two raports

by virtue of tha advanctd stata of tha knowladgs of

th# consultants between the- two reports in? term*^ of -
r > * *• — „ ^ _ - — ^ ^ — _ rf - —-w. ^

tha engineering datails which ware developed between

tne two reports*

A* If anything, tha contrary would be my answer*

Q» Mould you explain that, Mr* Alaiao?

A* Yes* Tha crossing of tha Route 18* I don't

Know where that cost is in the $600,000, X don't

know where tha depths of tha sewers ara, because you

ara talking about 20 to 30 feet depths of the sewers,

if you have.a complete gravity system, I think that's

uneconomical*
Q» That** not in — that** not tha point*.

MR* MARKS. I object* I want the

STATE SHORTHAND RSPORTIMG SERVICE, INC.
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witness to finish his imwtr. *

A. The first plans call"tor gravity collection

systea, whil« the 1980 report calls for • complete

4 gravity systea*, On* would b# ltd to say if the

5 puaping station and force main were eliainatedr you

would have a lovtr cost* And X would say btciust of

7 the> da«p«r cuts, it would b# oort «xp«nslv«» And you

8 got a crossing of Rout* 18* ttfhor* anybody sad* that

ont disappear *•-?. .

Q» Did you conpart tha plan, tha sKctch of

11 tha plan in A~21 with the PB-3 that you brought with

12 you to see whether or not they were the saae

12 :•; ;;;•-. enq. 1 nstring plant^-^•;v^^:^:-£^

14 A. Did 1 compare them in the office? Yes,

Q« what can you tell me, are they the sane?

16 A* They dqn't have a punping station and force

17 aaln

Q. what about the layout?

A. There are some changes, a couple of chanqes, a

20 couple of other things. The topography hasn't

21 changed, the linear feet of pipe hasn't changed

22 Materially. It*s all qoing to the sewerage treatment

23 plant.

24 Q, Do you know what assumptions they aade

25 when they estimated the one nillion ten thousand

STATS SHORTHAND RSPORTING SBRVICE,
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dollar* in 1979?

9i

A. x don't understand what you •••» by "assumption

Q» Oo you know what assumptions they made

in terms over What: they were going to encounter In

cost, in 1979 versus what they knew in 19807

A. Mo.

Q» you don't Know that?

A. their assumptions are not spelled out*

Q. you don't know that, do- you?

A. Correct.

MR. SAGOTSKY* Well, at this

point, may I interrupt, please?

MR. SAGOTSKYl When — Mr.

Frlxell, when you say you don't know that and his

answer was tossed on the assumptions. Mow, are you

abandoning any further developments of that line of

examination?

MR. FHIZELLt Well, X quite

frankly, Mr. Schirurapf, lost the point of that whole

analysis. Let ae continue, in any event.

MR. SAGOTSKYt All riqht.

Continue.

MR. MARKSt You meant Mr.

Sagotsky, didn't you?

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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MR. FRlZBLLi Mor t aeant

Alaiso.

MA. MARKS* Mo, you iiant Mr*

Sagotsky*" "•'• .{

MR. FRIZBLLt I Bean, I don't

understand thepoint that a nan aakes Bn estiaate in

June of 1979 end coaes with, obviously, s-better
. *

V

estimate baaed.on nora details in 1980* I don't

understand the paint of denonstrating that difference

I . TH& MITNBSSt The difference is,

£ don't agree that it's a better estimate. Mow, you

don't have to agree With that, either* But that's ay

professional opinion^ I thinfe ic's a poor estioate.
1 think the estioiate in 1979 was low. Z think this

was extrenel? low* There are still so many houses,

so many streets, so many linear feet of pipe* And I

don't agree with the estimates*

BY MR. FRIZBLLi

*Q* Now, you aade a point, Mr* Alea«o, about

the difference in the cost of the treataent

facilities between the original report and the second

report; is that correct?

A* I pointed out that there was a difference, yes,

SO percent difference.

Q. You said that can't be explained by

STATE SHORTHANO REPORTING SBRVICB, IMC.
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water saving facilities* Could you •xplaln to ••

w&at the point of all that testimony V I I » what you

art trying to denonstrate?

A. What was I trying to deaonstrate?

Q. *••> sir.

A*. I'M not demonstrating anything* l°« answering
. ...

question* directed to me by Counsel.

Q. Kelt, weren't you asked an opinion about

that, your own opinion?

A. 1 don't want to play gases with you* that's

the opinion you are asking for? 1 don't know what

you are talking about,

Q* fh*t*s wh»fc !•« trying ta d[ispover# what

that point was at that time.

THE CHAIRMANx I'm going to ask

our Counsel, Hr. Sagotsky, if it's proper before this

Board that Mr. Frizell directs that to the questioner

and gets his answer and let's get on with it* Why

did he* ask that question? Maybe Mr. Marks can better

answer it*

MR. yKXZSLLs Let me go on with a

different line of questions.

B¥ MR. FRIlBLLt

0* Mr. Alaino, when you commented about the

difference^ in -- of price in 1980 — the January,

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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1979 -• did you take into- account the* 18 percent

Inflation that occurred between the two dates? .

101

I said 12 percent*

Qv It'* ~ so, that** 10 Months*

Old t take thae in account?

A*

A»

A* What I pointed out was the discrepancy in the

two figures., ''

Q. Can you take into account the 200 unit

difference from the projected total population, the

total nuaber of units in the project?

A* As I pointed out, there is a difference in the

MR. TtSCHSNOORft If I nay, I a oi

confused on the inflation factor* It seems to me the

inflation factor <jbes in the other direction.

MR. FRIZSLLs No, it goes up.

MK» TISCHBeiDORPt You are talking

about .a lower figure in *30 than '79?

*R. FRIZBLLt I'M referring to

the cost of construction of the treatment facilities.

MR. TISCHBHDORFt Okay. Then it

follows.

MA. FRIZSLLt One Million two

versus two Million or whatever it was.

3TATB SHORTHAND RSPOrtTING SERVICE, INC.
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Mil. TISCflSNDORrt Than it goes

the> direction that you implied* I agree*

BY MR. FRIZKLLl

Q. Mow,, would you tall *•« Mr* Alalao, orv

what basi* you aatlitata th« unit* par yaar of

oparatlng this facility at $360 a unit?

A. Sawar aystaa?

TUB CHAIRMAN* Lat it b* noted,

for tha record, that Mr. Alaiao is rafarring to his

notes and on sewering, tha figures oa which ha

testified.

operation and maintenance to ba $150 a unitf $120,000

depreciation*

Q. .Excuse ae. What was tha number^

i>120,000r total*

Q. Depreciation?

Depreciation, $132,000*

Q. What par unit?

One hundred tan dollars a unit*

Q* Administration and profit* $120,000?

A* One hundred dollars a unit} so that should give

you $372,000| $360 a unit*

Q* Mow what percent profit did you figure

A.

A.

A*

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, ISC.
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in for that?

103

X don't hav* the full breakout here but X would

sight to nine percent*

Q* Ail right* Now, whan you estimated

operations and maintenance of $150 a> unit, what

factors went into that?

A* Well,, we estimated 120 — I'm sorry, tha

,000 — Xv» sorry, $180,000* X broke out with

wrong number, $180,000* We determined what we

felt was operation and maintenance/ as a total coat

and then divided by 1,200 to get tha unit cost*

Q* Did you take into account any

cofttr 1 butionft from the" commercTa 1 1 ndustrial sections

A* No.

Q. Now, in terms of your $130,000, could

your ttll it what that's comprised of4?

A* Plant operators, labor, power, chemicals.

Q. How many operators did you assume?

A* X don't recall.

Q* Don't recall?

A* X don't recall*

Q* Do you have It in your notes?

A* No, all X have is a summary of them*
• • • •

Q* ;_., How such did you figure for chemicals?

A* £ don't recall*'

STATE. SHORTHAND REPORTING SSRVXCe, INC*
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0* Hot* auch did yoi* figure) for power?.

A* l don't recall. 1 don't hivt—» t told you,

I have is the 9180,000*

Q. All right* Your depreciation?

And again, let a* say this to you, — -

Q. Why don't you answer ay questions?

Qfcay, fine. You can tell Mr* Marks and he'll

the questions* I just want to proceed*

MR. MARKS. I would line the

Chair to sake sure that the witness has a chance to

answer the questions.

THE CHAIRMAN* Mill it be helpful

in your answer tot yotr to- qo lnto^aare detail to _

explain your answer?

MR* PRIZBLLi There was no

question, Mr. Schruopf. That was the point.

THB CHAIRMAN! X thought there

was a question*.

MR. rRIZBLLt There was no

question pending*.

THB WITNESS! Well, the questions

were related to operation and aaintenance. And what

I atteapted to say was, there is no definitive

decision in the Killan report related to the typ» of

treatment. Therefore, the operational aaintenance

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE*
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figures that we're using are general figures related

to sewage treatnent plant of that site* You

obviously can't .determine the cheaioels unless you

know what the treatment process is*

THB CHAXRMAMt You testified to

that earlier.

BY MR. fRXlSLLl

0. In'terms of depreciation, what did you

base that on?

A* Thirty year depreciation schedule.

Q. And on what investment?

A. Three point three million.

0* M d what rate of return -<- excuse M . ,

What rate of depreciation, 30 years straight line?

A* Straight line.

Q. well, the three point three million, is

that your figure?

A. I think that was Klllam's figure, wasn't it?

l*a sorry, they were three point three.

Q* In terms of the » did X understand you

to say administration, $100 a unit? What is that?

A. Administration and profit and, again, return on

profit is difficult to judge, as you know, as a

definitive figure unless you know what the man's

capital investment is going to be and what his

5TATB SHORTHAND RSPORTIMG SERVICE, INC.
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borrowing is going to be. He May borrow all thr

aoney* he ii/ put 25 percent up.

Q* well, explain to »• how that will change

the figures?

A* How will it cbang« th# figures?

Q* Yes, given all these variables?

A* X don't think it's going to change the figures

•aterialXy. But if you are starting to get tor the

tack how much is he paying for interest; how much

aoney is be borrowing! how auch money is he putting

up? t

Q. What rate is he paying? What

assumptions did you oake? How can 1 exaaiins^thC"^ ; "

conclusions unless X know on what it's based* How

can the Board accept the conclusion unless they know

on what figures it's based? f

A. It's based on my experience in the water and

sewer field for 20 years. And again, I don't think

you ha,ve to re-Invent the wheel. You know that a

utility of this size is going to generate certain

costs in operating expenses and therefore they are

going to turn out certain user costs just as your

report shows * preliminary figure*

Q. What are the preliminary figures for

adalnlstratiorv and profit?

STATS SHORTHAND RSPGRtlNG SERVICE, INC
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A* Moll, I'm sure there's going to bo someone

who** goin? to* be in charge of this system, who**

going to bo administrative lino. And ovory ono of

these Is a PUC lino and there's going to bo a line,

billing, collecting, reading of motors, sending our

bills, officers, directors --

Q. All right. You put in $120,000 for that

A* Ufc huh.

g. Now, on what basis do you come to tho

conclusion that there's going to be $120,000 in

expenses for administration and profit for this*

system?

hm tfell, it th» aai*~ pufe up ill «fc tht money^ threo

million dollars and he's entitled to nine percent on

his return, ho would bo entitled to $270,000 of

profit. I presumed he wouldn't put up three million

dollars, that maybe he'd borrow the money and he'd bo

entitled to some money on interest on return. And

he's entitled to some money on his capital Investment

Again, I can't differ definitively those numbers.

You, haven't told me what type of sewage treatment

plant I've got here. And there's no description of

how this system would bo operated administratively.

0. Mow, when you talked about Klllam not

analysing alternatives, do you know what this present

STATS SaOftTtfAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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sewer situation is in Freehold along S37 and the

western end of the town? '

A» that there is a noratori us?

Q* Yes.

JU I know that* *

Q. All eight. Now, would you think it

unreasonable for Klllaa to have eliminated that

alternative in its report?

A* Yes, X think that's unreasonable* X think that

a temporary moratorium is a tesporary moratorium*

And you cannot say that* a sewerage treatment plant is

closed now for the rest of eternity. X think that

alternatives, moratorium in sewers, la not a reason

for stopping a review at the planning board, xoning

board level, and shouldn't be under consideration of

whether a utility is feasible or not.

Q» aut in doing a feasibility report, you

would, if you were representing a private nan and he

was paying you by the hour to do this report, you

would analyze the feasibility of connecting into a

systes which had a total moratorium on building; in

fact, the Township was ever committed in terms of the

nuaber of units already approved?

A* Yes*. X would expose to him what the cost was

related,to those utilities and he would aak+ a

STVTB SHORTHAND RBPORTIMG 32RVICB, XMC.
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subjective judgment relating to those costs and

relating pragmatically whether that syste* would be-

available to his In the time that hs would want it.

Q. Do you havs any information — did the

Planning Board of Colts Mack ask you to gat any '

information concerning whan ths moratorium in

rrsshold could be expected to be lifted?

A* Ho# sir*

Q* Do you know what the currant situation

is with respect to ths sewer lines in the Tinton

Falls border on the eastern end of town?

A. I understand they're under construction*

Q. they• re — eitcuss Inmit^^ty,;'-^---. '..\.-^h-[

A* I understand they're under construction now.

Q. Oo you have any knowledge about the

capacity of the lines in the vicinity of Colts Neck

Township?

A. Mo.

,Q. Do you know who the consulting engineers

are in Tinton Falls?

A. No.

Q. If 1 told you Elson T. Killam Associates

would that ring a bell?

MR* HARKSx I•• going to object.

He answered the? question.

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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THE CHAIRMAMi You objection is

overruled* I think that's pertinent. It will bring

Mi* frisell's percentage up*

MR. SAGOTSXYs X thought 50

parcant was s good percentage*

• MR. FRIZBLLt No, no, batting 80

out of a thousand* I'm a basaball player.

' MR. MARKSi !•• was going to say

not even Tad Williams batted 500.

rtR» FRIZBLLt

Q* Mow, if, in fact ~ assuming

hypothetlcaily Bison T. Killam is the consulting

engineer, i ft T t n to ft FalIs —• a nd 11 * i n fact,

you don't know for the moment there's no capacity in

the lines, do you think that it's not a feasible

alternative for sewering this project?

A* I don't know how they can conclude that without

making a preliminary feasibility ~

'()• IS — your answer is yes, that was

unreasonable to do?

A* yes*

Q* Now, in terms of attempting to come to

any conclusion's about the cost of a sewer treatment

plant, Mr. Alaimo, can you briefly tell us what you

have to know?

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SBRVICB, INC»
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Am rthat you have to know to eoae> to the coat o£

tb€r aewage treatment plant*

Qv ¥ e s v \ "

A* Tot* have to know tha capacity which you wish to

design* you have- to*** now tha typo of traataent and

tho ultlsets percentage of rteovili. hnd I can giva

you a pratty good coat right fro* those tvo thing*.

Bcatuit thara aro sucfc tilings a* SPA guidalinas that

print curvas* And it u y i « you dasign a savage

traataant plant of 250 #000 gallons, you go into tha

curve, you gat this cost* Those mtm tho two basic

ingredients*

£;:^f^^ systoit,..' you^ -!

have to know tha things like topography and soil

conditions! is that correct?

A* Correct*

0* Now, in terns of the degree of treatment

that's a factor of the* DEP guidelines and generally

tha non-dtgradation policy would Impact that? is that

correct?

A. Correct.

Q. Mow, when you first responded to PB-3,

you were critical, were you not, of the prospect or

the principle of eetinating tha cost of a treatment

systea without having established a fIra waate load

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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allocation I! I rat through DSP?

A. Ar# you talking about the 1979 report?

Q» Yes.

THE CHAIRMAMt It would htlp th«

Board to knew — don-'t go away fro* th+ question —

when ha responded and who nada tha Inquiry of hia*

HR. FRXZILLt W«llr Nrv Alaimo

raspondad in writing to th« original *79 raport,

subsequent to its tisuinct.

THE CHAIRMANt To whoa?

MR* FRXZELLt To Mr. 0*Hagan*

THE CHAIRMANt Okay* Thank you.

. las ^ITMBSSt ^ v t r r c r i t i c a l of

tha saapling that was purported to have been taken --

well, was taken. But it was pointed out, like it was

a one day or .three day saapling period,

a* MR. FRIZELLx

Q. So you don't think that engineers, for

Instance, should be giving opinions about the

relative costs of systems unless they know more

information about the conditions in the stream, the

capacity of the System, the level of treatment that

will be required, et cetera?

A. Well, t think in this case, if. you walked out

there and saw this little dry creek and you saw »

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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1 sewage treataent plant upstream from your you would

1 know that that was a critical item,. And it wa* —

3 either you are going to build, a sewage treataent
4

4 plant very sophisticated or you are going to goi into

5 spray irrigation or you waren't going t« build ,a

6 treatment plant at all. J

7 g. Do I understand that if you don't Iknow

& *IX that you shouldn't go out and give opinions] about

* things like that?

10 A* I don't know where you are coming from.

11 g. I'm- asking if 1 understood that t<

12 the original import of your report

13 j _ __iZ-j__: ^-*j*^ saaoTsitrtu-

14 question is talking about the preliminary — if we're

15 talking about a preliminary . report as against a final

16 report, they're two different kind of things? £

17 think the question should be clarified*

IB at MR. FRIZELL*

19 Q9 in terms of the -- generally, is it

20 always true that a stream, especially now talking

21 about ttonaouth County ~ I'm sure you worked through

22 Pemberton, through the whole Pinelands area with all

23 the sand, at cetera, and aquifers and ail that:

24 business -- is it always true that * stream has more
25 flow downstream than it is does* upstream, assuming a-

STATS SHORTHAND RBPORTIKG SERVICE* I«C.
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I two ail* differential? I* that always the caie in

fe tbeae soils?

3 A» X would say 99 percentr unless there is a

4 diversion from one point to another.

5 g. Is- it always the case that the volume^ in

6 the stream will bt sou Hind of a direct ratio to the

7 watershed involved?

9t *• Yes, generally.

9 Q. What do you mean "generally*?

1$ A, Ninety-nine percent*

11 Q* Does, the presence of other stress* in

12 the area -- well, that wouldn't impact the sane

13- . - watershed*.. .̂  . - - _•---,- --.-„—̂ ;"- :- - '•'• ""̂ "̂

14 Oo the soil conditions Impact that in

15 terms of the percolation rates of the given soils in

16 the watershed?

17 A. Sure* the slope of the terraini whether it's

18 rock; whether it's sand/ whether there are bogs* It

19 has to do with how much of the water that ultimately

20 gets into the stream. lmwn9 if you are in. a sandy

21 soil maybe only 20 percent of the water reaches the

22 stream* In Pennsylvania, in a rock, 95 percent of

23 that water la going to into the stream. It** not

24 going to percolate into the ground. The time of

25 concentration is going to be short* There are many

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, -v,&^ '"
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factors. The bigger th* shed* the> aort water*? M»

question about it, the bigger th# shed* the- lort

water.

Q» Da you know whit extent, in terms* of

ttils treatment plant* the hypothetical treatment

plant on tha Tinton fails slda of town* da you know

to what extent toe effluent limitations would be

changed at that location?

A. Mo, 1 couldn't definitively tall you that*

Q. Nowr isn't it generally true, for

instance, that the effluent fro* Barle Aaaunitlon

Depot would generally have less of an lapact on the

quality of the water two alias down than it does a

fair hundred yards- away? ' -* -.^j ;--,

A. Correct.

Q* Wouldn't that lead you to conclude at

least on that factor that the effluent limitations in

the vicinity of the Orgo Farms proposed discharge

site would be less stringent than they might be -- by

virtuef alone -~ than they Bight be downstream?

A. I'm sorry, I lost you.

Q. Given the non-degradation policy, the

impact of the Barle Ammunition Depot facilities Is

greater in the* vicinity of the Orgo Farms than it is

downstream two miles?

STATE SaOrtTHAND REPORTING 3BRVIC8, INC.
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A. Correct.

Q. And therefore, isn't it true that the ~

if that were the only factor lit the equation that the

level of treatment expected or demanded at the Orgo

Farms site would b* less than that two ailes

d o w n s t r e a a ? . • • " • •

TUB CHAiRMANt You can answer if

you do but I don't understand the question*

THS WITNESS! I don't understand

the question.

MR. LARKXNs I certainly don't.

I have no idea what that question was.

._—__ . . - _ TttEL WITNESSr I really ^,---,-—-~

3Y MR. FRIZSLLt

Q. All right. If the Barle Ammunition

Depot —

THE CHAIRMAN! Stay with it. You

are going to rephrase, it?

MR. PRIZBLL* Yes.

Q. — sewer plant were the only factor in

the equation, the water two alles downstreaa would be

of a higher quality than It is at the Orgo site in

terns of its current condition?

A. The only sewerage treataent plant now on-streaa

is the NAD plant. The streaa quality two ailes

STATS SKOttTHAUD REPORTING SERVICE, IMC*
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downstreaa without m y outiidt tnflutncif, would be

better quality than it ii it tb# Org* site*

Qv Given the non-degradation, policyr you

would expect the policy to help the> Orgo sit* that

the DBF would require?. '
7

A. Mo, X can't con to that conclusion bteaust t

don't know what the discussions with the DBF were. }

-..- ̂  • y
they aight have said %* thea, we'r* going to peraft -

we're going to give you stronger requirements because

the plant is there and it's already degradating/ I

have no facts to sake a statement. As I said ttefore,

the only thing that appears in the report is Stlllaa

says, these*
the 1 inttattonsv-.they f

don't know how they case to that conclusion. I don't

know if NAD, Barle helped the» or hurt them.

THB CHAXRMAMt Well, Mr. Prizell

is looking up, researching his notes, t recall ~ and

on behalf of the Board I'll state this — the .
i

effluent, it was testified to that the effluent fron

Barle would be more harmful -- the deaand in effluent

quality than froa this proposed treataent plant --

Barle was a. poorer quality. That testimony was made

to this Board. ^ ;

THft HlTMBSSr oh» yeah, t would

think MAO,Barle would get away with lesser

STATr SHORTHAND RK^OHTING SERVICE^ IMC
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restrictions becaua* it's tha

Juar * prafaatia — they *•«**<.-s>̂  difficult^

whether MAO, Carle or Fort Dix or fort NcQuirn thay

hava * difficult tiae enforcing Stata rales

Federal operations* - ... ._.., ̂ r. •-•*-!' .

MR. SAGOTSKITt They did a s to>

odor*
' * .+ " ~ * - . * • • „ .

Bt MR. FRIXILLt ,-"..". ,.-;-, >.^ ^ *^. •/ .

Q. Do you know what tha currant tap-in faas

to tap into tha Monaouth Consolidated ayataa?

A. Connection faas?

Q. Y e s .

A. - £- do-»*t£. itoow^- Z--mm^h*mm£%h*m* im^MMta^afctha^

T t

papara hara« Mo# I don't. I hava thalr uaual rat*

achadulav

Q» \Do you know what th* tap-in fa* for the

aawar ayata* la in Tlntoa Falls? . .

A. Mo# I don't,.

MR. LARKIttt Mr» Fri»«llr do you

know?

MR. FRIZBLL» Tha answers to

those questions? Mr. Kovacs told aa tha other day

that tha tap-in fee for Monnouth Consolidated was
» . , • • • . '

soaethinglik* $lr6oa -- that was tha aewar* ?^%M
• : . . ; . • • : - . : • • ' ' ' ^ # * ^ v « | - ^ . - . " ' ' "

. LARKIUs How aboar tha watar?

STAT8 SHOftTttAMO REPORTTNG 38RVlCtr
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Can I ask you why you aikid a

question it you answered? ' .

, MR.,FRIZSLLt You mean why? I

would presuae he would tell the truth.

Lawyers most of the tl«e> ask them

questions that he knows the answers to, but not

always*

MR* SAGOTSKY* You know the

elements of good cross-exaninatioi* is not to ask a

question unless you can generally guess whet the

answer is going to be.

MR, LARKINi San, I didn't know

the answer to that either*™ ~ ~ "~T'/._ ' " ^ "

At MR. FHIZBLLt

Q. Now, did you attempt to estimate,

, the difference in costs either in terns of

capital construction or the operating costs of

connecting in either of the two, alternatives that you

say Killaa overlooked?

A. No, sir.

MK. FRlZSLLs X have no other

questions.

MR* SAGOTSKYt You have Mr. Orgo?

I was going to ask if you have Mr. Orgo.

THB CHAIRMAN* Mr. Orgo is here.

STATft SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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MR. SAGOTSKIft

TdK CHAIRMANS it brings us to

ths point* ars there any other questions after

hearing Mr» frixell's cross-exaninatIon tnar mm

as* of Mr. Alaino? Mr. Herman, ars you standing up

tor that reason?

MR. HERMAN* I want to bs polits

and let the Board go first but X have a coupls if no

one else does.

THB CHAIRMAMt You go ahead while

the soard gathers their thoughts.

CONTINUED CR0S3-SXAMINATI0N BY MR. HERMAN!

Q. Mr. Alaimo, I thin* your calculations on

the annual operating costs essentially -- correct ae

if !*• wrong -• I think the way you got the $360 *

year was to take the $332,000 dollars total annual
»

costs,, adding together the three components you gave

us, divided by the 1,200 unit.

A. Correct.

0. If you divided by 1,137 units?

A* I used 1,200 units. I was using equivalent^

units.. They have toot office buildings so I just

3TATB SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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rounded It out to l,20d aqulvalant units*

Q. With regard to the administration and

profit component, I thin* you said $120,000* And

whan Hr* rrisell talked to you about it, you said

essentially you were considering about tight or ninr

parcant profit but you- war a comidtrlng toat equity

on tha pact, of tha owner?

K. Aa I triad to tail hi*,, it'* vary difficult,

soaathing liKa that, not knowing what tha financial

structure is or would ba or could•

Q. Bight parcant of thraa point threa-

aillion dollars would ba $264,000 as opposed to 120*

assuming we ware to use numbers like that or the- BPU

were to use numbers like that —

A* THe rates could be considerably higher,

certainly* b - '

0. Raise the rates?

A. Certainly.

Q. Also the factor we talked about before,

when I first asked you a couple of questions, that is

the interest cost component for the five years on

that three: point three million dollars, until the*

systes were functioning for all the units*, r ran

toot numbers* I'm not going to go through them now*

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING S8RV1CK*VHC
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U m u d to •• that it could be another 4$ percent

or so Incraasa In the start up cost* ovar and above

the figures that, you gave us?

A* Yean* you know, I ran ay figures out and what

I considered a reasonable aiount for tba> type* of ~; ~-

systen we're talking about. I was trying to be fair

and say there is at least two*

* BREMNANi Three tines the

diffarencai X think the difference would be even

larger.

Q. But it's not inconceivable that the

Bureau of Public Utilities sight grant an eight or

nine percefet^yield which- would mean about $150,000

•ore per year or about one-third nore than the 360?

A* It's conceivable, but I can't --

0. You don't know for sure?

A* I*» not sure.

Q. One other question, Mr* Friiell talked

to you before about whether or not you would consider

it feasible to consider an alternative like a public

systea which was currently experiencing a moratorium

you said that you would for reasons that you stated.

You may be unaware, but. the Board is aware, that one

of the tests that the applicant has to Meet here is

the feasibility with regard to this particular piece

STATB SHORTHAND REPORTItfG SERVICE, INC*
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of property. And going even beyond your answer. It

n i a i to •# oliar thit other- pieces of property not
y

located so far froa public systeas would bs even aort

feasible to consider those types of alternatives?

A. Certainly. ;.-'• f

•ore. Thank you*

THE CHAXRMAHt Mr* Sagotsky?

MR. rRXZELLt I have one*.

COMTX34U8D CR03S-KXAMXNATX0M Bt MR. FRXZBLLl4

Q. My question* «rv Alaiao, was when the

owner of the utility accepts a tap-in fee frot* the

resident, doesn't it reduce his capital Investment in

terms of the PUC rates that are applied in terss of

his pemlt, profit on his investaent?

A. You'll have to lay a little aore ground work to

that question. Yirst, is the owner of the water and

sewer also a developer; is he asking an aid in

contribution! is Killan only the franchise system and

the franchise has been granted and this is a new

connection and therefore a connection fee? There's

limits on the connection fees the PUC will approve.

0. My question was, didn't you aisuat when

STATB SHORTHAND RSPORTXHO SERVXCB, IMC.
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you talked about three million dollars, eight percent

that tha guy naan't recouped a singla dime in

connection fee?

A. Correct*

Q* Is that a reasonable assumption?

A* There's nothing in that raport that leads me to

believe* otherwise* ...

<J* Is there anything in that report that

leads you to that belief? Where* In that report.

Can you show me any Indication that that is the case?

A. They don't show an aid in contribution from the

developer* They don't project annual costs? Had

they projected annual coats and reduced the* capi t*l *

you could tell whether that were going to be- aid la

contribution from the developer you are alluding to.

They don't do that*

Q. You're asking them to analyze — you

expect them then to analyze tha physical capabilities

of owning and maintaining the system in terms of

whoever the developer is?

A. I didn't say that at all*

MR. 3RSNNAM! Malt a minute, Mr*

Frisell* You. are not letting him answer* He didn't

aay that at all. He said — hi* response wa*

something,* totally different. You were putting words

3TATC RZVOHTIHQ SBRVICBr IMC*
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Into hi* south.

Q. L«t -ae n H yott the question again that

yott didn't anivtr before. Is it a rtaionablt

assumption to sale*? -.

v TUB CHAIRMAH» Why won't you 1st

bia ansvtr it and 1st -- [ 'r\

QV . Is it a rtasonabltrassuaptlon to itKt

tttat that ownsr o£ tao utility vlli not rtcoup any

aonsy in your sxpsrlsncs, Mr* Alaieo, not rscoup any
/

oonsy If ths, connection or tap-fin (••• --

MR. MARKSt/ X's going to objtct

to that* Ths question was an&wsrsd already. And I

: t ft i n it

think aaybs w s c a n do vlt h a two nlnutt break.

MR. FRI2«LLx That's a fairly

sinpls question. X just want a answsr to it.

MR. MARKSt t thinU ths question

was asked and answered before*

THE CHAIRMAN! Mr* Alaiao, do you

feel you- can answsr ths last question posed to you?

THE WITNESS! I think the

arrangement cannot be generalised. It depends on ths

transaction that's being contemplated! whether

they're on a friendly basis, whether they're on a

partnership basis, whether they're o» air enemy basis.

STATS SHORTHAND RKPORTING SSfUflCt* l»C.
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That on*9* too broad t6 gintraltit.

MR. SAGOTSKtfr Ths objaction if

sustained.

ft* **• FRIZBLLi.
• >, * .

QV Assuming for ths lot tnt there i t no

tap-in fees.

THE CHAIRMANt This is • !!•«#

qu«stioo* Objection was sustsinsd*.

Q+ Assuming tnsrs was no tap-in fsss?

A. Assuning that thars is no cost for ths builder?

¥es, ths hone builder?

MR. SAGOTSKYt You aiqht

elaborate on ths tap-in f*»r *l*ov»r r—-.-ru- , _^~--p z-

Q. I said assuming there is no tap-in fees,

ths utility is private; it's owned not by ths

developer, o^ned by a separate utility?

A. Ths hone builder is not going to pay ths tap-in

fee? .

Q* To connect into that systes?

A* He's going to save whatever ths tap-in fee

would have been*

Q. What is the incentive to the utility to

permit people.to tap into the systen without paying

for it? ^;

A. What is the incentive?
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0. fes* Under whar fflrcttsatances doe* It, ~

happen? Quite frankly, !•» quit* befuddled*^ Xt*s
. - ' • * ; • ••••• - ^ r

outside ay own «xp«ri«nc# and I would Ilk* perhaps ~«r

km Ysars ago it was Illagal for â  private company
to ctiarg« a oonnsction £••• Th« Bunieipalitias ware

• • - • • x - • ^ , . • • - - ; • . . _ ; - 4 • - . - : / • : ; -

the on«* who created the connection fees. _ !

. MR. SAGOTSKYt I would lUe to
i

objectr only because I think if nr» Friaell could

tell us what he's driving at perhaps we could reach a

conclusion quicker as to an answer*

MR. miZBLLt It's very sisple*

His conclusion's based on the assumption, in teras of

'̂ n

Investaent through the lanedtate purchase price of

the house, That is, we've always assumed that soae

of the -- soa# part of the purchase price of the

house in teras of improvements* kn& t don't know

that Klllaav is the right people to answer that.

Again, you are expecting one witness to answer all

th* questions. That wasn't Killaa's charge. It's

unfair to infer that they should have answered those

questions because those questions weren't answered in

that report*

. MR. MARKSt I*« going to object

to that characterisation*

STATS R8PORTING 3KRVIC5, IMC.
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did not answer It

answer it?

Gilvary.

THB WlTNfcSSt

, which one of

MR.

MR.

about tap-in fees?

MR.

the cost of the tap-In

assuaed that the

the whole.

tap-in

MR.

witness review one repo

looking at a case

telescope.

characterisation*

to objections*

then within this

to accoaaodate th

saying?

FRIXELLt

MARKSt

FRIZBLLt

fee into

fee was

MARKSt

rt is an

128

If Killaa Indeed

your presenters did

Mr. Olivary* Mr*

" -: , • .-• .*• '-ri»\~'' . •

He answered questions

Mr. Olivary assuaed

his cost of the unit.

included in the unit.

As a separate itear

unfortunate way of

through the wrong end of the

MR.

MR.

MR.

MARKSt

SAGOTSKY

LARKItft

I thin* that's your

r I aust confine it

Are you assuming

that the unit would increase in cost

is tap-in fee?

MR. fRIZELLl

Is that what you are

what !•» saying Is

STATE 3H0RTHAM0 REPORTING SBRVIC5, INC.
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that all this business about return on investaent and

th# whole analysts of this* operating cost of this

systea la based on a vary falaa assumption*.

MR* LARKIHi Are you saying that

soaeone's goln? to pay $85,009 for a. townhous* -—

. MR. rRXZBLLt Yes*

. KR. LARKINt —within that cost

ttitrt't &$lf600 tip-in fit?

MR. PRlZELLs *•«• I can't

answtr wbat it is* It's soaawhat highar for tho

higher units. .

MR. LARKINj Ssvantsoi^ hundrad

dallara or $tM40Qir^iM^ii9Vi^lX^:out i» mrt^ of tb«V

reports that we saw?

MA. FRIZELLt No, it wasn't*

***r~~~" 1411. LARKINt I think th# question

is answered*

MR. FRIZKLLt When we were asked

to pravide a note detailed statement, Mr. Olivary was

unable to provide it* He didn't conclude his

cross-exaaination* And he did include it in the

total price* of the units*

THE CHAlRMANt It's obvious that
>

you are concluded, Mr*, frlxell. It's not in Mr*

Qilvary's report* He only stated that in his

~E

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC-
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testiaony on cross-exaai

MR •

his cross-examination.

nation^

FRIZSLLt Ho hadn't
•»

130

finished

Ho was askod to broad, it down

and ho said ho didn't have tho calculation t

MR.

has nor been broken down

MR .

there.

MR.

to tho Board broken down

MR.

«R.

asking.

LARKINr Tho answer

•

FRIZSLLt Ho didn't

*

LARKINt Xt was not

.

with hi«»

is, it

havo it

presented

FRIzeLLt That's correct.

LARKINt That's all

._.._ .» ,. .. ,

CHAIRMAN tfc^fr^^tte

point, we don't know what tho figures aro a

not a fair question to ask until wo d* havo

question.

MR.

questions.

" MA.

FRIZRLLt X havo no

SAGOTSKYt X have a

and again 1'a a little hesitant. It aay or

have a complete bearing. So if it's soneth

can't answer, just say so.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SAGOT9KY1

wo* ro

nd it's

the*

other

question

aay not

ing you

3TATB SHORTHAND REPORTING 3BRVICB, INC.
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Q* But assuming that a preferable sit* lor

a fUD would b* in the Tinton Falls artt because of

its relationship or its location ntirtr a public

utility^ and, assuming that that utility at th»

prsssnt tine is not large enough, shall ws say, or

isn't biln^ built largs enough to takt cars of a PUD

of this sits which you would want to locate in that

arsai therefore, it would cons into a package plant

similar to ths type it now offers? thsrs's always a

possibllty, if that wars ths case, that ths package

plant would tap into ths larger utility and bacons

paftr of~T€v Woulot thsr^vwaurld-;p9^-*n^*4*§n**$m^x:<*^

ths consuner for the location -- ths PUD, Colts Neck

Village, having to put its package plant In an area

near a public utility rather than in the center of

the Township where it is now locatsd?

A* Presuming -•

Q* If it has know rslevancy —

A* Presuming somehow that they would sosshow share

in the costs at a latsr date of the extension of the

sewer that would therefore eliminate the sewage

treatment plant, obviously the costs are going to be

less, costs, to the utility and, therefore, the

ultimate cost to the consuner is going to be less*

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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4
1 MR. LAftXlKt May * *•» one

2 question, please? I might, have missed something

3 before* I take it the assumption is that there Is a

4 profit assumption of eight to nine percent somewhere

% in these figures.

6 THE WITNESS! Yeah.

7 MR. LARKINi in your experience

8 and looking at rate elements and so forth, that

9 covers not only In Mew Jersey but maybe in other

10 states, is eight to nine percent a reasonable

11 assumption to use or too low?

12 THE WITNESSl I think it's too

13 low, right now. But then regulatory agencies look at

14 things over a longer period of time. They tend not

15 to raise the lid or drop the bottom that quickly.

16 ..._—.-—- *mfk^ LARK!Hi Do you know what the

17 rate of return is that American Telephone earns on

13 its investment?

19 MR. FRIZBLLi Yes. It is

20 humorous*

21 MR. LARKINt It was the return

22 that we're talking about with inflation. That is

23 significantly above eight to nine percent as a return

24 figure. That, I think, is significantly higher than

25 the number that you are using. Bight to nine percent

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC*
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is a very* vary modest figure* Mall* maybe you can

bring — '

MR* FRIZBLLt Wall* you can bring

battar information*

MR. LARK IS* i tic* I can bring you

rata statements, if you like. Anarican Talaphona can

tarn 13 ptcctnt on its investment* I think it's a

significant diffaranca between aiqht to nina and 13*

r a just asking a question as whethar you think your

assumption night ba too low, eight to nina percent.

TUB CHAIRMAN* He already

answered that ha thinks it's low.

__ . Any other questions of «r. Alaiao

MR. ridCHSNOORrt I have one*

You testified that your estimates

of construction cost Increase per year was 12 percent

.. TUB WITNESS* Yes* I said

generally ona percent a month is used in the industry

? MR. T13CHBH00KFJ Refresh ne.

Does that apply to both the cost of the collector

system and the cost of the waste treatment system?

* THB WITNESS! Again, the only

thing that I w-ould segregate away from that are

asphalt prices. They have gone up SO percent in th«

last year.
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of

f THE MITMISSt Btcault of oil*

THE CHAlRMAMt Any Other

questions?

Thank you, very much for your

testimony, Mr. Alalao.

(Whertupon th« witness Is

MK. MARKSt 1 havt no further

wltntsses tonight.

THE CBAIRMANt No further

witnesses ttorn the Planning Board*

We do have Ht* Orgo iff thsr

audience, keeping in mind an 11 o'clock curfew, do

you feel that we can hear Mr* Orgo within that tine

£ raffle parameters?

Mrt. H&RMAKt fir. Chairaan, I*»

not sure who you directed that to.

( THS CHAlRMAMt I f s a general

direction. Anybody can help me on that*

MR* HSRMANt I a» planning to

cross-examine Mr. Orqo. I think with the exception

of that, everbody else pretty much has examined him*

. MR* SAGOTSKYt You wanted hin

back*

STATS SHORTHAND Udk>ORTING SBRVICK, INC
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10 MR. SAGOTSKYt I was going to
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13$

MR. HBRMAMt l*» lOft t can be

finished by eleven.

THS CHAIRMAN! In that case.

you'vt got 25 minutes to do it.

10s30 p«a.)

(Whereupon a recess i» taken at

(Th« hearing rtconvtntt at 10*35

introduce a statement that Our Board member, John

Tlschendorf, has read the minutes of June 26 and it

will be the statement of -- the same type that 1

previously read into the record.

MR. PRIZBLLt Mr. Sagotsky, I

have no objection of your simply submitting the

affidavits as part of the record without making a

statement on the record.

MR. SAGOTSKYt Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN! I have * question

before we start. After the hearing dates, how soon

are tha minutes available for members who did miss

the meeting?

should be —-

MR. SAGOTSRY! Wellr our — there

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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THE CHAIRMAN* Soaeone had

mentioned to •• -- off the record*

(Whereupon there- is •discussion

off the record*) .

THB caAlRMAMr Bielt on th« record

Mr* Herman, representing the

School Board*, has questions of Mr* Or go*

THB CHAIRMAMr Mr* Orgo has been

previously sworn* Does he have to be rtiworn?

MR. SAQOTSKYt Put it on the

record*

B,_a-ii- &, S. T T* (̂  It a; Or a witness called or* :
 z "7/

behalf of the Applicant, having been duly sworn

according to law, testified as followst

v

COMTIMUSO CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR* HRRMANt

*Q* Mr* Orgo» when you were last here* £

believe you testified that for nany years you've been

engaged in dirt farniing is that correct?

A. Yeah, and other farming, dirt faming* in Colts

Mac*.

Q* !'• sorry*. !*• talking on this piece of

property known as the subject premises In terse of

STATS SHORTHAHO REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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this application?

A. Right.

Q« Have you engaged in only dirt farming

there?

A. It that*s what you want to call a nursery, yeah

u. iou indicate that you are no longer

farming on that property?

A. I shut the operation down last September*

Q. So there's no farming operations going

on?

A* Only grain that's in the ground} as Car as the

nursery part, flower part --

Q. How much acreage is involved in ~

grain that you are talking about?

A* I would guess we've got about 70 acres in right

now*

Q# Lane duck things? In other words, when

it's harvested —

A* ,1*11 probably do it again next year because

it's part of the farm assessment* You can't leave

the land doing nothing. It would have been better

this year.

Q. You are still farming?

A. well, to a degree, yeah.

Q. fou still have your farmland assessment?

STATE SHORTHAND REPOKTING SERVICE, IMC.
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1 A. Yes.

2 Q. you indicated " X thin* you said In the

3 past four years you've tyn unable to earn a profit?

4 A* That's right.

5 Q. You didn't share with us any of your

6 data about gross sales gross expenses, et cetera* but

7 you have high — extraordinarily high capital

4 investment?

9 A* No, labor,* labor was too high*

10 MR, FRIZSLLi Mr* Herman, if it's

11 any help, we put a figure in there for what the

12 depreciation was*

13-• THE WITNESS* Depreciation is not

14 the Killer* Everything there was fully depreciated*

15 MR* FRIZSLLt Excuse ae* It was

16 two or three thousand dollars, in that range*

17 BY MR* aBRKAMt

IS Qm So that in the past few years you didn't

19 purchase such equipment?

20 A. Mo.

21 Q* Had you purchased the equipment, had you

22 farmed in other fashions, dirt farmed in other

23 fashions, would you have had a store efficient

24 operation? Questionable?

25 A*. Mot on that acreage*

STATE SttORTHASD REPORTING SERVICE, INC*
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Q. Have you ever dont cattle faraing on

that property?

A. No.

MO.

Horsa farming?

Q. You testified about leasing your land to

another farmer to let nim --

A. l leased the greenhouses, I think I said.

Q. I don't mean to imply that you have

leased. I meant to imply the reverse as one option

to you and other land owners, is to lease land out?

A. Right.

Q. I think you tea tit i edV that a b o u t — 2 ( F ^

dollars an acre is what ybu could expect to get on

that basis?

A. That's right.

Q. Would you be surprised in this

municipality or Immediately adjacent municipalities

acreage was leased for dirt farming at $50 an acre?

A* That's the highest figure around* I've heard

of them, yeah

THE CHAIRMAN* Interpose a point.

I have written down some- notes here, that Mr. orgo

testified it's leaseable, or -rentable", I think, was

the word, at $40.00 per yuar.

STATS SHORTHAND RSPORTIMG SERVICE, IHC.
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transcript I

best land In

Is available

$50, they're

one) another

soaetiaes bi

140

MR. TISCHSNOORrt t think the

just read was. $40*00 aax.

THE wiTNSSSt The land

the County* The best land in

for about $50 or sore;*

Secondly, when soaeone

out pirating froa one another

for the land.

MR. HERMANS Neverthel

d $50 an acre?

THE ttlTNSSSs Right.

$50 today and none last year.

•

that the guy

be sore than

MR. FRIZELLt Is that

running it, that he can till?

THE WITNBSSt Yeah, it

30 or 40 tillable acres*

BY MR. HERMAN l

A. Yup.
*

earning?

A. No.

Q.

Acreage, all

But you have more than that?

You said you never tried catt

Have you ever tried to lease

is not the

the County

is paying

• They out-

ess, they

You can get

the land

*

•s going to

le or horse

your

of it? In other words, to lease all

your tillable acreage to a faraer, whether it's 50,

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SBRVtCB, INC.
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40 or 20 an tort?

No, there's no itnsr in It* Even at 50, it

141

wouldn*t worx out.

MR. LARKINt Can I just interrupt

why would It not worfc. out?

THK vflTNBSSs Not enough tillable

acreage

aeris?

MR. LAKKINt fifty dollars, 100

TUB tflTNSSSt IS 95,000.

MR. LARKIMt Thara is no other

consideration that's paid Cor the acreage?

8Y

Q. Ragardin? your testiaony about when

forgive if I misphrase it -•- but whan Mr. srunelll

can* along?

A. tfeah.

Q. I think thos« are wore or less the words
*

that you used?

A* Right*

Q. Were you trying to attempt to market

your property? •

A* You mmmn did 1 put * letter out, contact

soaebody? Mo. * .

STATS. SHORTHAeiO KSPORTIMG SERVICE,
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1 Q* H* contacted you?

2 A. That's right*

3 Q* Had you triad prior to that tla* to sell

4 your land?

5 A* No.

6 Q* You talked about -- I don't know it

7 "nuasrous* is ths right word -- you talksd about ths

a otters that oasis along to you prior to Mr* Brunslli?

9 A. That's true.

10 u» How did thsy cores about?

11 A. Letters, telephone calls*

12 Q. People soliciting you?

11 A* they solicit. Thsy say, va have an latsrsstsd

14 buyer, you know* and then as soon as you say, wsll

15 now, wsll, what kind of a dsal can ws maks --

16 t MR. SAGOTSKYt Perhaps ws could

17 cut ths volunteering down a little bit? Ths hour is

14 late.

1* at MR r HERMANt

2d Q. But essentially you had nsver triad to

21 sarket ths property? People cans to you, Mr.

22 Brunslli and others?

21 A. Brunslli wrote ms a letter and aftsr a tins X

24 answsrsd ths letter and ws started talking*

25 Q. you never consulted any rsal estate

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SSRVICS. INC*
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brokers to list your property?

A* No,

Q. Therefore, it was nsvsr listsd?

A. That's right.

Q. That would include sslss? That is, you

nsvsr attempted to ssll it slthsr for a uss

consistsnt with the zoning ordinancs or for a uss

sucH as this* which is not?

A» That's right. Mo Is no.

Q« That's fair. Old you svsr contact any

of your abutting neighbors, like th« Board of

education or Stavola, about sailing acreage to then?

A» no. I will say this, in thsFell^|> i bsfisys

'72, talking about ths Stavola property, at that tine

it belonged to Mr. and. Mrs. Neuboldt (phonetic). And

Doug had aoseone that wanted to do something on 400

and soae acres and he said, your land and »y land, we

can nake it. . So ay wife and I went over and we

chatted one evening. And we discussed our own

problems, what we had. And I told him what our

situation was. And he says, well -- and then this

was — X think it was August or September. I went to

Russia In October. when X came back, X had heard he

had sold to Stavola* And that was the only contact I

ever had with any neighbor that was said.

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING 3KRVICK, INC.
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1 tfhat you called Stavola, It wit Meuboldt at

2 that tise.

1 And as far as the Board of Education Is

4 concerned, I just; donated that littla piece of

5 property that juts off* That's back whan they wanted

6 to put tha addition on.

7 Q» Do you know that tha Board of Sd was

8 undersised for thtlr asi and they could have used

9 sort land?

10 A. Thay could have contacted ne» They mvtr

11 contacted »•• Mhan thay asked for landr when Bill

12 Buck and those boys were on the Board of Bd, they

13 said to ney we wanted to enlarge the. building*, And I

14 said take as little land as you need» And that's why

15 they took no road frontage*

16 Q* Old you ever try to acquire any abutting

17 land to increase the number of tillable —

14 A« Yes, I did* I tried to buy some land froa Doug

19 Neuboldt.

20 Q. When was that?

21 A. Oh, it was back in the 3ixties, I would say

22 because I could have used more land. It would have

2i been a good answer. But he had a good herd and he

24 wasn't about to sell*

25 g. Nothing since then? I «ean "

STATE SHORTHAND RBPORTIMG SERVICE, INC*
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A« No*

Q» —• you didn

sine* the sixties?

A* Units* you

Q. Old

pick it up, but 1

your question*

Education plot, I

undersized?

it wasundersized

tbey should have

weren't going to

nuch land now.

B¥ MR. HERMAN*

Q. YOU

the tillable and

atteapt to subdiv

want me

you eve

THE

didn't

Did

call 1

„ •

THE

. But

145

•t try to purchase anything

to tackle Barle*

r?

CHAIHMAMi X guess you didn't

pick up a direct answer to

you know that the Board of

t *plot*# tract was

WITNESSs No, I didn't know

if they wanted aoct landr

contacted me* They certainly

buy 214

testifi

non-ti1

ide you

off the non-tillable por

A. It doesn't

one --

acres. I hear they got too

ed, I think, with regard to

lable acres. Did you ever

r property and perhaps sell

11 o n s 7

work that way* Here's 200 acres and

MR.

THE

SAGOTSKYt Did you ever try?

MITNSSSt Mor there was no

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC*
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sense in It.

THS CHAIRMAN! I thin* the best

iniwtr to that question, were you avart that it was

possible to subdivide It and sail off? I thin*

that's what you art getting at, Mr* Heraan*

TH8 wiTNBSSt Mo, I ntvtr g*ve it

any thought*

MR. HERMAN* l#« -- X *» not

conctrntd --

THE WITNESS! — until Mr.

arunelli cast to ae. I navar thought about It*

d¥ MR. HERMANl

0. Whan Mr. arunalll caws, to you, what did

ha offer youfor tha land?

A. H% offarad me an option, all right? Ha offorad

«• — we sat and talked. Ha told ma what his ideas

ware and whare he was coning fro*. And I think Mr*

Frisell was with his one trip. Me told »• what they

thought ay land had, they could davelop it into

something. And it sounded pretty good* I thought

about it. X didn't say, -we'll do it," right away*

we talked for over a year before he really

cane to terms*

MR. BRKNNANI More accurately,, he

didn't offer, you an option, he asked tor an option?

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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ay MR* HERMAN 1

a.

land?

to that*

interest

Orgo?

interest

going to

How nuch d

MR*

MR.

in buying the

MR.

other than a p

object* I don

Mr. droneliif offtredv

there's

warrant

MR.

MR.

a business rela
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teah, right*

id he offer to pay you for the

FfllXBLLt

SAGQTSKY

land when

FRIZBLLl

!*• going to object

t You had no

yoa went with Mr»

No, I have no

rofessional one. But I'»

*t think

SAGOTSKi

FRIZELLi

tionship

you, it's a complicated

think that it's relevant to the

»

to sake

tenuous

Mr. Sago

relevant

MR.

this statements

THE

ground. I will

tsky, befora I

MR*

r in ay opinion

SAGOTSKY

I think

CHAIRMAN

ask for

rule oh 1

SAG0T5KY

, because

it's relevant, what

t Are you finished?

Yeah. I think

here and it's — 1*11

one -- and I don't

proceedings.

t Well* I just want

it's relevant.

: I think we're on

advice. Counsel, from

t.

t Well, 1 think It's

it is one of the
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basics which you have to know in order to determine

least cost and all of ths phases of lsast cost* . And

without knowing ths basic answsr to that, soaetiats

it sight provs an obstacls in making s real

determination of lsast coat- X think, that's on# of

ths elements* And if that question is dirsctsd to

that, I would think it's pertinent.

MR. fRXXBLLt Lst •• just offar

this in response to that, Mr. Sagotsky. Mo doubt the

cost of land is a factor in ths cost of housing. But

ths cost of land Is a factor in the cost of housing

as it is received by the builder. Mr. Gilvary will

present evidence as to what, the builder will P«y.^ ;

This is all estimates, of course, but what the

builder will pay for the land and what factors are

then left to \ the sellers to take care of. And I

think that that.-- if that figure permits «r. Herman

his arguments about least cost, fine* I think it

does* * But I think that anything more than that

begins to invade the privacy of the business

relationship* rte will provide to you -- and I can

tell you, I think generally the 25 percent rule of

thumb, Mr. Heman, if you want to do any prelininary

work on that, generally the 2S percent rule of thumbs

for theImproved land going fro* ths seller to the
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1 builder is generally accurate. But they will give

2 you sort detail on that. , '

3 MR. HKRMArti Let me respond

4 before there's a ruling froa the Chair. My last

5 question to Mr. Qrgo was, how nucti did Mr. Brunelll

6 offer hia when he first cant to hi*. I can rephrase

7 that question because i don't think we really need to

ft know that* But the question X'» going to ask is

9 similar; and, I don't know. Mr. Frizell aay raise

10 the sane objection. And I would like to comment on

11 it. Maybe I'll ask the new question and see.

12 MR. FRIZBLLi Let's get to the

1J p o i n t . , ' . ' - . - - - _ - '•=- - ..--—T—-.:— ~-^-r-

14 MR. HERMAMl All right. I would

15 like to know what the contract price is* in your

16 contract, to sell your land to Mr. Brunelli* Before,

17 x asked what he offered you* And aaybe that is

Id irrelevant because what he ottered you aay or may not

13 be reflected in that contract* But X think we have a

20 right to know what that land costs.

21 Mr. Frixell, do you still object

22 on that basis?

23 MR. FRI.BLLi Yeah, X do because
> * • • •• . • /

24 well, first; ot all, Mr. Orgo's answer would be —

25 it's not that siaple, Mr* Herman* Xn order to

STATE SHORTHAND RSPORTXtfC* SBRVXCB, INC.
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explain it all, I would havt to get into a vary

detailed and complicated arrangement, what Kr. Orgo

will ultimately receive, tor the land is a function of

what the sales price to the builder is, in a very

complicated arrangement* what I'm telling you Is,

Mr* Orgo is a partner in the sale of the land to the

builder. Mow* what the relationship is between Mr*

arunelli and Mr. Orgo, I thinfc, is irrelevant* I can

tell you what the land has been offered to the

builder at} and, I can tell you that I think that's

where your least cost argument may come in* And I

don't think anything else is necessary tor the

argument* But I donft want to deny you the argument*

X can tell you why I don't think it holds water bur

that's another matter* 1*11 permit you the argument*

v MR* H8RMAN* I would like to

comment on that* Sou mentioned that the arrangement

between Mr* arunelli and Mr. Orgo is* X think you

said* Retailed and complicated* I don't doubt that

this whole application is detailed and complicated!

to wit, there have been X-don't-know-how-aany

nuarings, which is, perhaps, extraordinary —•

MR* SAGOTSKYs fifteen witnesses*

KR* HBHMAKr^ —?? p«Khap»

extraordinary beforethis*Board;*detailed and
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1 complicated vattr systems and sewer system* and

2 traffic plans and all kinds of things* The fact that

3 it's detailed and complicated is irrelevant*

4 MR* FRIZELLt I'm not objecting

5 on the basis that it's detailed and complicated*.

6 MR* HERMAN! X think that the

7 cost of the land is extremely significant in terms of

8 the whole basis which brings you before this Board.

9 the least cost housing* You commented that your

10 architect can bring out certain facts, which is not a

11 direct response to this question* But maybe a

12 response to some other questions. Your architect was

13 . here and I cross-examined him. And he- had na idta

14 the answer to my question* And he had no idea,

15 answer even, to the improved land what that cost per

16 unit was* And I would say that one of the times that

17 I appreciated your competence was when I interrupted

18 my examination of Mr* Gllvary and arranged for hint to

19 come frack for some time*

20 MR* FRIZELLi I don't think it's

21 fair to say that he had no idea of the improved land*

22 MR* HERMAN: He told this Board

23 her had no idea* I believe, at that time, he had no

24 idea* He tuay know now. It wouldn't surprise me*

25 after the meeting, that he learned* X don't care if

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE. INC*
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1 he cones back and tells how much the land, per

2 improvements " how much he figures per unit. I

3 think that on a cost as significant at the cost of

4 the land on which the project will be built and on a

5 matter Mm significant as Mr* Orga9* ability to use

6 this property consistent with the zoning ordinance,

7 as opposed.to his being required, as one might argue,

a that you cannot use his property consistent with the

9 ordinance, X think it is extremely material for this

10 Board to know how much money Mr. arunelll is going to

11 pay for this land to buy it from Mr. Orgo.

12 MR. FRIZELLt 1*11 tell you. the

13 answer to that question is totally^ irrelevant,

14 whether or not Mr. Orgo can use this land consistent

15 with the zoning ordinance. Number one, that is has

16 absolutely ne relationship « 1 don't want to say the

17 price from Brunellie to Orgo. As I told you, the

13 money received by Mr. Orgo will be received as a

19 function of what the builder will pay*

20 MR. BRENNAN* Exclusively?

21 MR. FRIZELLs It's a formula.

22 You know, when 1 say exclusively, I don't know what

23 that means except to say it's a formula on which the

24 ultimate result is — that's on* of the- factors, a

25 big factor in it.
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MR. LARKlNt Mr. Chairman, if I

could please — I*n not sure why we're back and forth

1 thin* we've asked a very simple, straightforward

question.

MR. FRIZBLLt It#s not so simple

6 and it's a private natter.

MR. LARKIMi Will you answer the

question or not?

MR. FRIZBLLt I don't know if

10 there's going to be a ruling. I want —

11 MR. SAGOTSKYs We're asking for a

12 ruling.

13 MR. BERrtAH^: ^

14 one more brief comment. That is, one week ago

15 tonight, one of the more credible and intelligent

16 witnesses that have been before this Board, namely

17 Mr. Frizell, made a short speech about his desire to

18 cooperate with this Board; not only to give you all

19 the information which he deemed appropriate, but to

20 go even a step beyond. I think he said upstairs ™

21 and higher class accommodations -- they would like to

22 give whatever information you wanted. I think

23 because o£ the things I said before* I think because

24 of the Applicant's offer of a complete disclosure, I

25 think it is critical that we know what the

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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1 arrangement is* And I would like; to say, as far as

2 its complexity, there are four attorneys involved

3 here* And my observation, there are other

4 sophisticated Individuals who would have the ability

5 to look at a contract, a detailed arrangement, albeit

6 and understand from that arrangement what the cost is

7 to the developer*

3 MR* FRIZELL* When 1 made that

9 speech, as you put it, I told you I would give you

10 any information about the project within reason* And

11 I stand by it. There will be no disclosure of the

12 relationship in terms of dollars between Mr* Brunelll

13 and Mr* Orgo. It's private and it's totally beyond

14 the scope of these proceedings*

15 THE CHAIRMANs That's your

16 pleading. , .. .«-v . £

17 *' MR* BRENNANs I think, the Board,

13 that you are trying to pivot off the cost of the

19 improved lot relative to the sales price* However,

20 one of the components of the improved lot is the land

21 cost, the cost for the raw land* Now, in measuring

22 the desirability of this site in contrast to any

23 other site for least cost housing, if it is

24 determined that the cost of improving the land,

25 bringing it to a ready condition is the same on site

STATB SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC*
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"A* as it is on the Orgo ait* but the acquisition

costs of the raw land would be less on site "A" than

the Orgo site, that would lower the cost*

MR. FRIZBLLi No, it would not,

sir. And 1*11 tell you why* We live -- no one in

this proceeding, neither Mr. Orgo or Brunelli or

Pizza is in the business of giving anything away for

free. The prices of those houses — 1*11 get to that

whole point. 1 tell you, the prices of those houses,

as stipulated in Mr. Gilvary's reports, are market

prices. As you pointed out yourself, Mr. Brennan,

the prices of those houses is not terribly cheap.

It:*&r not̂  cft*ap hausing* /Thos# es^imatesr are not.

based on the ability to get very, very cheap. What

happens is, that the marketplace determines the price

of the housing. The fact that you can do that, get

that price on this site. Is the relevant fact. The

fact that you can deliver that product and the buyers

will buy it at that site, that's the important fact.

We're not giving it away. If » buyer, assumption,

could cone here and say, I can buy the land cheaper,

how are you, therefore, going to pass that savings on

to the consumer? Of course not. That's absurd.

Because a builder stakes a big profit on his land, he

doesn't pass that on. He sells the house for what he
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1 can gat for it. The question, what is the pries of

2 the land or anything else, it's a totally extraneous

1 natter* In any event --

4 MR. BRENNAMi We're talking about

5 approximately 500 units that fell into the? least cost

6 housing.

7 • MR. HERMAN* By the Applicant's

8 definition*

9 MR. BRENNAMi To the extent that

10 the price of anything reaching the market, assuming

11 the same quality of the product, is lower than the

12 competing price and approximate location, you have

13 btoadened the: population that can acquire that asset*

14 So* I can't really buy —* in other words, your

15 $45,000 condominium would be more attractive, more

16 appealing to the market at $40,000. And it would

17 also be less least cost and more affordable*

18 MR. PRIZBLLt You mean, if the —

19 y«*n, ?but you see, I think you misunderstood the

20 point* If the buyer is willing to pay 45, that's

21 what the seller will sell it for, the ultimate seller

22 What you also have to figure in, there's profit all

23 along the line; not only Mr* Orgo makes something and

24 Mr. Brunelli makes something and Mr. Pizxo makes

25 something. You would have to get every one of those
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people to say, "I'm not going to aakt any money.• And

that's not what the Supreme Court said. The

development regulations that affect the land should

be changed and reduced so that they do not Increase,

arbitrarily, the cost of the unit to the consumer.

Once that's achieved, the free market takes over and

that's it. And that's what we're talking. We're

saying that the free market price.of that land and —

somewhere in the vicinity 1*11 get the ten percent of

the total cost of the unit, 15 percent for

improvements. We'll give you those figures* I'm

giving the rough guidelines. The rules of thumb,

generally, apply. Ten ^rctntthaitlorr la listed,

which is the standard rule of thumb, the total value

to Mr. Brunelli and Orgo combined. And that's

approved land. That includes all this cost. But

then, if you get to why don't they ask why they're

going to pay more for this job, why don't you get

every .single cost factor?

THE CHAIRMAN* The Chair rules

that that's totally irrelevant. That is not an

analogy at all, Mr. Frizell.

MR. FRIZSLLt Of course, it is.

THS CHAIRMAN* We're relating the

cost of the land to the least cose housing. Your

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
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expenses have nothing to do with it.

MR. FRIZELLr Yes, they do.,

THE CHAIRMAN: We should not know

what the percentage the builder is naking, either.

I've ruled on that. -

MR. FRIZELLt That's the end of

it.

THE CHAIRMANt Oh, no, it isn't.

The end is, how does the cost of the land relate to

least cost houses. To my limited knowledge, no one

has defined least cost housing.

MR. FRIZELLi Mr. Schruapf, if

yoik can get a lawyer ten dollars! !anT hour cheaper! than

I work, is that least cost? Those are all factors

what we're willing to tell you, is what the builder -

and that's tlje only thing. Because, Mr. Schruapf, if

the zoning on this property were changed, I would

tell you, that would be significant, in terras of

ultimate cost of the project. That's not really

going to reduce the price that the buyer is going to

pay. It's only going follow, favor business. This

is a free market economy. And if that's relevant,

all the other; things are relevant. And I'a telling

you, as far an I'm concerned, it's private and

privileged information, not relevant to these
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X proceedings* And Mr. Orgo is not about to provide It

2 MR. HERMANt I don't fully agree

3 with what Mr. Schrumpf said, that shows that costs

4 are irrelevant. But maybe some of those other costs

5 are de miniaus

6 MR. LARKINx If your fees are

7 more than the land, he's really in trouble*

8 MR. HERMAN* I subalt if Mr.

9 Orgo's property is the most expensive property in

10 town to buy, that is the -- perhaps the most single

11 relevant factor in this proceeding. I insist that

12 the Board direct the witness to answer the question.

13 MR., LARKIN: 1'R* * little

14 confused. If I understand things correctly, we are

15 here to listen to the question about whether this

16 particular piece of property is going to provide, in

17 the definition of the court, least cost housing, and

18 a variety of housing as far as Colts Neck is

19 concerned. Is that correct?

20 MR. PRIZBLLs Yes, sir.

21 MR. LARKINt I would certainly

22 suspect that, as we look at this analysis and try to

23 decide for ourselves whether this is least cost

24 housing as we define it, we should know If Mr.

25 Brunelli could find a piece of property that is four
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1 Biles away that is less costly for hia to buy, less

2 costly for his to develop because of topography .and

3 other things that sight be there, to see whether we

4 can decide whether this is least cost housing a9^ it

5 is defined by the court*

6 MR. FRIZBLLi Mr* Larkin, there's

7 a false assuaption there that assumes that if you

a could buy it cheaper you could sell it cheaper*

9 MR* LARKINs We are here to try

10 to provide least cost housing to a population that

11 want it* As you define it, there's a need for it.

12 MR. FRIZELLs Yes*

13 ; MR* LARKI8* An* you ar* saying

14 to me that if you could buy $10,000 an acre cheaper,

15 therefore, you wouldn't provide housing any cheaper

16 than the market would vary* You are willing to pay

17 §200,000 in order to build one house on Orgo Farms

la and that's what you sell it for. You said the market

19 would ,sake no difference what they pay Mr* Orgo or

20 Mr. Brunelli. What you paid, if they want to do

21 $200,000 for a townhouse? That's what it would sell

22 for?

23 MR. FRIZELLi That's correct*

24 Mrt. LARKINi So therefore, is

25 that least cost housing within the definition as you

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC,
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see Judge Lane's —

MR

MR

my question, please*

MR

simple.

MR

no?

MR

Board of Adjustment —

MR

straightforward quest!

marketplace- were $200,

Colts Meek, would that

McGann's ruling about

my only question*

MR

question doesn't tell

that Question*

MR

• FRIZSLLs

• LARKXKs

. FRIZBLLt
•

. SAGOTSKY

• PRIZSLLt

*• LARKlNt

It's not* You see

I want you to answer

It's not that

x , Can you; say yes or

what the Zoning

I asked you a very

on* I asked you whether if the

satisfy J

least cost

• FRIZBLLt

toWnhottkê iiltirin̂ :?;̂ -̂ ;

udge Lane's and Judge

questions? That's

No, no, wait* That

me anything* I can't answer

• LARKINt

before that once the marketplace

You just said to me

took over, it's

whatever the marketplace would bear*

MR

MR

marketplace would bear

* FRIZELLx

. LARKIN:

$200,000

That's correct*

I'm asking you if a

for a townhouse.
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would that satisfy least cost housing under Judge

McGann's ruling?

MR, FRIZ-ELLt That unit would not

satisfy the least cost ruling. You look at the

development plans* You look at whether or not there

are any extravagances built into that plan that will

artificially increase the cost of that unit*

MR. HBRMAMt Like?

MR. FRIZELLJ Excuse me, Mr*

Herman* Where the buyer walks in and sees a unit

that he will pay $200,000 for/ he's looking for

something different from the unit he will pay $70,000

judgment?

MR- LARKItf t 1ST that ; y o * r

MR* FRIZELL: Y e s , t h a t ' s ray

judgment, that the same buyer will expect more for

$200,000 than he will for 70. What we have designed

in this project is 48 percent of these units with

none erf those extravagances* I can tell me you that

if we had designed them and made this had a> high cost

project, yes, they would probably sell. But 48

percent of this project — I concede that's our

opinion -- has, been designed for that market, that

least cost market* And they were designed by Mr.

Gilvary or Mr. Kovacs and the planner.
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bear

they

they

This

to look at

foot units.

the si

That's

sell a

can* t

cannot

me to

to do

for n*

MR. LARKINt So the marketplace

ing on the 48 percent?

MR. JPRIZBLLI Yes, it does.

MR. LARKINj What does the market

•re worth?

MR. FRIZSLLs If the people

* re willing to pay more, we'll sell for

is the price for those units. You have

the size of the unit. These are $50 a

You have to look at the size of the unit

ze, the design, the type of unit that it is*

what

$70,

do it

hold

those

that.

that

makes it least cost. Because I cannot

000 unit h a free marker for $200,ff0a7 ; *

• I have designed those projects. You

me to those prices. The market will hold

prices. The opinions were never intended

They can't lock us in.

THE CHAIRMANt Will you confirm

despite the cost of the land, the unit

will cost the same to the buyer no matter where you

go? If you got the land for half the price, there's

no factoring the land cost in the cost of the unit at

all?

to put it.

MR. SAGOTSKYt That's * nice way
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1 MR* PRIZELLi Let me qualify that

2 I'll answer that* I would' say generally that is a

3 correct statement, except under certain conditions*

4 Given an extremely high market demand for a unit and

5 given the fact that you've probably seen people cone

6 in, make economic arguments for hardship when they

7 say, I had to pay so much for the land} I've got to

8 build something different and get a bigger profit out

9 of it* But I think generally what you said is

10 correct* The builder cannot if he lost money, if

11 he paid too much for the land, he loses it* Because

12 the marketplace takes over and he can't get the price

13 necessary to cover his cost of the landv But; what

14 we're willing to show you is, based on what Pizzo

15 told you and his analysis and Gilvary's analysis*

16 And we're willing to tell you what the assumption was

17 that the builder is going to pay for the land* And
i. •

13 we're willing to demonstrate that's not an

19 unreasonably high number to force the builder to the
*

20 brink*

21 MR* HERMANx Mr. Chairman, we

22 respectfully submit that what Mr. Frlzell is telling
23 us is gobbledygook* The cost of that land is

24 relevant or more relevant as any other factor* He

25 talked about its being a personal matter. Mr* Orgo
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tendered a tax return. I think Mr* Prlzell did

disguise the issue here* I think there is a reason

he doesn't want to tell us the cost the land* It's

nonsense to think, that you could put a least cost

unit there when obviously you could put it on the

next property cheaper*

MR. FRIZELLt The argument will

be open to you, Mr* Herman* You can probably figure

it out. You figure —

MR* HERMAN: I want to know why

we can't know it*

MR* FRIZELL: You can figure the

ten percent as raw land cost which includes.all

approvals built into it. If you can make that

argument, go find someone who's willing — well,

there's not even a comparison* quite frankly, because

if it were zoned that way, obviously, you could get a

higher price for it.

, MR* HERMANS We're not talking if

it was zoned differently* We're talking about the

land in question, the zoning in question. And I

would like a ruling from the Chair on the answer to

the -- to this question*

TUB CHAIRMAN! I make the ruling

right now* But I'm going to preface the ruling with
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the reminder that Mr* Orgo's earlier testimony, I

said we were not'* privileged to examine his income tax

returns. We respected h

return* Do you remember

MR.

THB

vital to u» to determine

least cost housing. If

answer.

MR.

is privacy on his income tax

that?

FRIZStLs That** correct.

CHAIRMAN! But I think it is

— to determine if this is

I direct the> Mr* Orgo to

FRIZELLi I have instructed

Mr. Orgo not to answer that question, the cost of the

land as for sale as a package to either Mr. Pizzo or

ii-ir:/ an.yrLOth«^>&tti-tdiir:*^^ ̂ 0 : ^

M R .

your attorney's advice?

THB

MR.

your own feelings?

MR .

attorney?

THB

yeah.

MR.

TBB
• • •

Orgo Farms. .

SAGOTSKYt You're following

WITNESS! I'm afraid so.

FRIZBl.Lt You want to express

HERMAN! is Mr. Frizell your

•

WITNESS! In this matter.

FRIZBLLi Yes, sir.

WITNESS. Sure, everything is

STATS SHORTBAMD RBPORTIMa SB^ICB..
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MR.

both you and Mr. Brunei

yes. i can assure

struck. But in any

your feelings about

If he wants to tell

like to know if he

Board has made orde

going to answer.

give a number, 1*11

MR.

you

167

HERMANt Is he representing

11?^

FRIZBLLs In this proceeding.

I did not when the deal was

event, I represent Mr. Orga now.

Mr.

tha

MR.

us

MR.

Orgo, you want to express

t?

SAGOTSKYt It's not feelings.

the price'--

HERMAN* I think all we would

understands the ruling that the

ring

THE

him to answer and If you are

WITNESS: If 1*111 forced to

have to ask for a Fifth Amendment

or something comparable

Off

THE

Mr. Qrgo is testifying.
«

anything further to

definitively, in te

how much number you

deal.

MR.

add

Let

rras

wil

.

the record?

CHAIRMANs Back on the record

FRIZBLLt Oo you have

to that, Mr. Orgo?

me ask you this* Did you

of a dollar number, determine

1 receive at the and of this
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question

ross

MR.

a* MR'. HERMAN!

Q»

SAGOTSKYt That's

Is the answer that you don't

answer to the question

A. To

Q*

money.

A. Mr

that question?

or that you refuse

To the question I asked you,

• Frizell just

end. The answer is no.

Q. To my ques

paid with the contract

telling

that you

answered

call it

attorney

He just

exact —

the Board that

refuse to give

THE

that.

MR*

THE

•

168

not the

V

know the

to give it?

how much

asked me definitively at the

I don't know.

tionc how much will

to Mr. Brunelli are

you doj>* t know the

CHAIRMAN! He's al

HERMAN! Has he?

CHAIRMAN! He said

the Fifth Amendment; on the advice

, I'm not going

MR.

said he didn't

THE

to answer the ques

FRIZBLL! No, Mr.

know how much he wi

CHAIRMAN I Prior,

you be

you

answer or

ready

you can

of the

tion.

Schrumpf•

11 receive.

that's the

you used the words "Fifth Amendment"?

THE WITNESS! I don't know either
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THE CHAIRMAN! But he used It.

Let's not say he didn't use it. He said he will not

answer the question and then Mr* Herman proceeded to

say is Mr. Frizell your attorney, is he representing

you

MR* LARKINs We can have the

record read back, Mr* Schrucapf, if you want to*

MR* PRIZELLt Do we have any

specific question?

MR. LARKINi I think he answered*

the fact is that he doesn't know the question* But -

MR* SAGOTSKYt There's a

difference how much will' you receiver how much does

the land cost* They're two questions. And I

respectfully suggest that he said he didn't know how

much he wi11 receive. But he refused to answer, as I

understand it, what the cost is* I'm merely

clarifying the way I understand his testimony.

THE CHAIRMAN! That was the

narrow confines of the question*

MR* LARKINs I would like to

broaden it, if I could. Mr. Frizell, are we going to

be presented with some kind of a reasonably detailed

financial plan of how this transaction is going to go

from start to finish?
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Frizell

purchase

Mr. Orgo

utility

refresh

mi 11 ion.

went up-?

rosa

that that

was going

--» certai

cost — I

MR.

MR.

MR.

would

MR.

170

FRIZSLLt Financial plan?

LARKINs In some fashion.

SAGOTSKYs I apprised Mr.

be forthcoming from you.

LARKINs How the initial

to be financed, the arrangements

n part of that arrangement, the

forget the number. Will you

me how much?

Jt would

be financed.

that to

not feas

be sitti

mortgage

everythi

happen i

the public

MR.

MR.

lilte,

MR.

inte

MR.

ible financing

ng here.

market?

ng.

MR.

MR.

MR.

i the project d

BRENNANs We concluded five

LARKINs Before the buildings

to K now : hoi* this IFgoi ng to

FRIZBLLt Could you relate

rest for me?

LARKINt Because if there's

for this project, we shouldn't

FRIZBLLt In terms of the

LARKINs In terms of

FRIZBLLt But what would

idit't get off the ground?
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*OU*

But,

here

for

100

inte

- cross

re right, we would

nevertheless, we*

•

MR

MR

171

have all have wasted our time.

re here. We have a right to be

. LARKINt I understand that*

• FRIZBLLt Every single person

a variance to build a store --

MR . LARKINs We don't talfc about

whatever million dollar project --

MR

rest. Let ae tell

Is if that's any help*

publ

ha pa

for

ic interest in not

. PRIZBLLs There is a public

you what the public interest

Now, I believe there's a

starting the project

azardly, developing it and then abandoning it.

MR

my question.

MR

. LARKIN* That was the basis

. FRIZELLt Those interests are

protected in several ways. They're protected, number

one,

the

that

unde

that

is.

in the najor cap!

frtont end of the p

can be handled ei

rstandin? of the f

MR

will be laid out

MR

we have a- variance

tal investment will be made in

roject. And that's something

ther aa a condition or as an

acts of development.

, LARKIN: And the method of

in front of the Board?

. FRIZELLi See, what happens

proceeding. All right? At

STATS SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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1 some point, we will have a final site plan submission

2 because you can't get a building permit without,it.

3 At the time of a first submission for a final of

4 section one of this project -- and the Board has the

5 discretion in terms of is this first section, as it

6 is, self-contained; if you don't build section two,

7 what will happen; are the utilities in place; does it

3 have access via public roads?

9 MR. LARKINi That's not my

10 question.

11 MR. FRIZELLt That's where the

12 public interest lies.

13 MR*. LARKIrtt ^ la the money there*

14 available to put the utilities in prior to section

15 one?

16 MR. FRIZELLt That's not the

17 point. The point is, if there's not, if there is no

13 utility, it doesn't go and section one doesn't go in.

19 MR. LARKINi And therefore,. I'm -

20 we're wasting our time and —

21 MR. PRIZSLLs Wellr that's the

22 other question you can't know the answer to. Because

23 that's your function* I mean, there are certain

24 things that are totally irrelevant.

25 MR. LARKINt I happen to think

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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they're very

can quote Mr.

you the answe

factors* I'B

answer. I*«

gather he can

I think about

the answer or

answer?

, *

answer?

instance, how

relevant.

MR

Frizell

• SAGOTSKYt Mr. Frizell,

directly he says he- cannot

173

if X

give

r and that could be based on a number of

not going to say he won't give* you

not sure that's what he said to me.

't gave you the answer.

MR • FRIZELLs 1 can tell you

all of this business.

MR • SAGOTSKYt Can you give

won't you?

MR

MR

MR

it would

certain financing. Pi

Assuming Killara gets i
•

parent company. They

money.

it will be fi

gratui tously,

•

MR

nanced?

MR

Me. Lark

• FRIZfiLLx Can X give you

. SAGOTSKYt Can you give

• PRtZSLLr X can tell you

be arranged. There would

22o would obtain financing

the

I

what

us

the

the

, for

be

n, they get their money from a

put in the utilities with

• LARK 11* $ Can you tell me

• FRIZSLLx X can tell you

in; but, it** not directly

their

how

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SERVICE, IMC.
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related to the public

can tell us

arranged to

only way you

•

connitnents?

the question

do you have

obtaining -—

MR

interest*

• HERMANS

what you would like

be done?

MR

do things

MR

MR

•

« FRIZBLL

in this

• HERMANS

• FRIZELL

THE WITNESS

MR • FRIZELL

174

Are you saying,you

to do or the way it's

t X can tell you the

business*

That is based on

s I don't understand

s Proa lenders*

s Have you ever had a

any experience in real estate in terms of

MR

MR

estate commitments.

that matter?

little- bit a

MR

MR

rgumentatl

MR

Mr* Larfcln was getting

arrangements

• MARKS:

. FRIZBLL

• HERMANS

• FRIZELL

ve.

• HERMANS

at. I*B

This is irrelevant.

r In terras of real

I have; but, does

t You are getting a

I appreciate what

interested in that.

THE CHAIRMAN* The finances, the

, can be discussed later. What was our
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question to Mr* orgo? Hov, be has refused to answer

this specific question as to the purchase price of

the property on the advice of Mr. Prlsell* Now,

let's proceed, Mr. Hernan.

B* MR* HERMANt

Q. Mr. Orgo, having told us that you won't

or can't tell us the exact amount of dollars that

you'll get —

A. Right.

Q* —• can you tell us the equation or the

formula that establishes how much money you'll get

from the sale of this property?

:*~*v;--.A;riv<ell* not really^ X don't know- what you are

driving at*

Q. What I'm driving at —

A. There's the — I*m partners with Mr* Brunei!!

and it's based on, I guess, what profit we show*

Q* Mr* Orgo, you indicated that a little

while .ago that you have Fifth Amendment right* I

don't think anyone is suggesting here that the price

you are getting is so high it's criminal. But X

think that you told us you can't tell us the exact

number of dollars involved* And I perceive that to

mean that there's some- kind of formula and you don't

know some of the ingredients to that formula so you

STATE SHORTHAND REPORTING SSRVICB, IMC.
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1 can't come up with a dollar amount* I suggest then

2 what the formula is —

3 A* There are personal reasons for that, all right?

4 It's a very simple -- if I have a financial statement

5 and it doesn't show what figure; I might- get out of

6 this and if I make a commitment tonight, be it "X*

7 dollars or *2X* or *5X", whatever and that gets out

8 and someone comes along and says, here, you've

9 misrepresented, I could be in a lot of trouble when

10 that sale is made. A sale is a willing buyer and a

11 willing seller* And until then, there is no price*

12 That's the way it is; that's the way I'm running It

13 ia my books* I'm sorry. I have to stand wittt it for

14 my own protection*

15 Q. We don't dispute that there is a willing

16 buyer or willing seller or what you may or may not

17 have misrepresented* I don't suggest you have

18 misrepresented anything* We need to know the cost to

19 Mr* Bcunelli of that land* And if you can't, in

20 terms of an absolute number, then I'm suggesting that

21 you tell us in some kind of formula or some kind of

22 long paragraph that sets it forth* Preferably, I

23 would suggest that you submit a copy of the contract

24 and we'll all figure out what you are receiving*

25 Would you do that?

STATE SHOKTdAtfD REPORTING SERVICE, ItfC.
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MR. FRIZBLLt I have objected

previously the same basis, the cost to Mr. Brunelli

fros Mr. orgo* Furthermore* It's not even pertinent,

not even on the right track* As Mr* Orgo said, what

he gets is to what the builder pays*

MR* HERMAilt Mr* Prizell, we

spent a lot of tine talking about.what the utilities

would cost* We spent tine talking about what all

kinds of other things would cost. I asked this

question of, I think, two or three of your prior

witnesses*. Most of them indicated that they didn't

know what it cost, even though they could tell us

witfr surety that these units coald be marketed with

certain prices* I submit there is a matter of

credibility. In addition to the natter of th« least

cost aspect, -I think we have a right to know. And X

would request that Mr* Orgo- submit to us a copy of

the contract*

MR* TISCBENDORFi I think this

Board can influence this formula in an Indirect way -

not that that's our mission -- but it seems to me you

are asking us to buy the parameter of six units per

acre and I suspect if we came up with a requirement

or recommendation of four units per acre or three

units per acre we'd be impacting this unknown formula
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trie do have son* testimony that some planners think

three units per acre or four per acre is high density

So far I've had difficulty of a couple witnesses who

decided on the density, who decided on the parameter

of six units per acre* It's not. clear to it. We?

have no — it seens to me this Board can take a

position that we would want an area in town to be

three units per acre or something less* I would

speculate that that would impact your formula

somewhat* So again here, I don't personally feel a

strong need to know directly what this answer is*

But I do feel that we still have within our

prerogatives some indirect influence on that matter*

1 don't know whether the other Board members see it

that way*

\ MR. BRENDAN* I think you

expressed it very well* The density required related

to the function of recovering your total costs and

making, a profit and your land cost, whether raw or

improved, is a function of cost that you have to

recover*

MR. HERMANi Mr. Orgo, will you

submit to us a copy of your contract?

MR* FRIZBLLt I object*

MR. SAGOTSKYt Just say yes or no
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no?

(
MR. FRJZELLt X fa tel

it

THE IrfrTNBSSt N O .

MR. HERMAN* You are

ling h

179

ia no*

telling hia

MR. FRIZBLLt !•• answering

question. The contract will not be subai

had any powers of

think you should

no.

-

subpoena.

individual.

BY MR. HERMAN*

Q. ME.

Mr. Orgo, you verify

THE WITNESS! Yeah.

MR. SAGOTSKYt Mr. Pr

subpoena or compulsion,

tted.

that?

izell,

I don

put yourself in a position of

MR. FRIZBLL: Fine.

*

MR. SAGOTSKYt I mean

Orgo, does the amount of

Issue

you.

money

you receive on the sale of this land fluctuate

number of units that are approved?

A. Mo.

Q. Does

question* please?

couldn't disclose

it fluctuate —

MR. 3REMNAN: Can I r

I thought that, you had

anything that*SP in the

aise a

i said

your

if we

't

saying

m ''

as an

that

on the

he

contracts
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and yet now you

questions about

are permitting M

components.

MR.

own client's answer*

because the end

vary.

we * re perfectly

information on

builders.

co u 1 dn • t do i Jt

e ach of these a

market could be

THE

result,

MR.

willing

what the

MR.

and the

re convl

FRIZBLLt

WITNESS!

180

r. Herman to continue

I move to strike my

That's even wrong

the partnership end, would

PRIZELLi

to provi

property

HERMANS

builders

need the

set. How about

a witness, could he do
i.

assumed a facto
•

MR.

MR.

it?

FRIZBLLs

LARKIftti

r, improved land.

MR.

didn't Know what he asa

MR.

MR.

MR.

you had asked then, you

HERMANS

uraed .

SAGOTSKY

HBRMANs

. FRIlBLLl

As I said before.

de the very detailed

is for sale to the

The architect

couldn't do it* Yet-"

prices at which the

Mr. Brunelli becomes

They assumed a fact

Raw land. They

Your architect

: The builders.

1*11 be back.

They assumed. It

k could have asked.
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MR. HERMAN* X did* X asked Mr.

Gilvary* I asked the people from Pizzo and Pizzo; X

think X askad the builder of Expo, whatever.

MR. PRIZSLLi X don't have a copy

of the transcript yet. I just got one. As X recall,

you asked him whether the rule of thumb was

applicable* X think ha said it generally was. It

was a detailed analysis. They couldn't recite from

aeraory. X said we'll provide it.

MR. HERMANS He told me it was

generally applicable. He also told me he didn't know

the cost of the land. He didn't know.

_ \, , K^ . -~ TH& CHAIRMAMt We're arguing

points here that are not pertinent to Mr. Orgo's

testimony. He has already stated he will not. submit

a copy of the contract or anything appertaining to it

And I think these questions do pertain to it. Let's

change the questions, Mr. Herman, and save it. And

X*» atfre you're astute to save it for recall of Mr.

Gilvary and so forth. I think it's more- pertinent in

another place. But I don't think Mr. Orgo's going to

answer them. In fact, he's told you he won't no

matter how you* try to get at it.

I didn't mean to dress you down.

MR. HERMANS I'm just reviewing
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ay notes, I'm not sulking*

I have a final comment. I bavt

no further questions of Mr. orgo at this tine. I'd

like to reserve the right, at a later date in this

proceeding, to examine Mr. Qrgo again. And 1 would

like to reserve the right, or maybe I could do it now

to respectfully request that this Board attempt to

ascertain the price, the selling price, in that

contract! and, in fact, get a copy of the contract

from Mr. Orgo in an attempt to ascertain that

complicated formula for the purpose of ascertaining

whether or not this project, in fact, qualifies for

as ce r t a:£rt^

witnesses who have testified with regard to the

marketability of these units at particular prices,

admitting that they didn't know the price of the land

I'll conclude my comment by

saying that it is conceivable that between now and

the end of the hearing that Mr. Prizell might decide

he and or any of the witnesses might decide -- to

give us this information. I have no — I don't mind

waiting a meeting or two to get it. When I last

W a s toad for it, Mr. Gilvary — Mr. Frizell said he
~ • : ' ; - • « ? • ? ' -•'•*••-

would thin£ about it. presumably he has given it

thought since then. But X would like to reserve the
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right to insist you do everything in your legal power

to ascertain the answers to those questions*

You don't really have to respond

to that* I think that it is important that I place

it on the- record*

THB CHAIRMAN* So noted.

MR. SAGOTSKYt We'll give that

some study

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR* SAGOTSKYi

Q. I recall, Mr. Orgo, you testified you

had 10& tillable acres* Do youf-agree?' -_lZ^

A* In that area.

Q* Did you take into consideration 24 acres

south of 13?^

A* That's why there is 70 or 30 acres*

Q* You included in the 24 acres?

A* .Between 20 acres* not all tillable back there*

Q* But I asked if you included it?

A* Yeah* right*

MK. SAGOTSKY: That's all 1 have.

MR. HERMAN. Just one question of

Mr* Prizell. will you agree to ma k* fir* Or go?

available at one subsequent meeting at our request?
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1 MR* FRIZBLLt Mr. Orgo has been

2 here about five times. Mr* Orgo has been here five

3 tines* tie's been here, testified twice* He1* been

4 ready to testify on two or three other occasions*

I'm finished* If you have a question, ask it now*

That's why we're here,

• MR* HERMANi I have questions he

refuses to answer* That's my question*

MR* FRIZELL* If Mr. Orgo is

10 directed by a Court to be here, he will be here*

11 Otherwise, he's here to answer questions that you may

12 have.

-, * THE CHAIRMARr The Chair will ask:

14 Mr. Frizell directly, on behalf of Mr* Orgo, would he

15 voluntarily return him at the request of this Board

16 without an Order of the Court should we seek some

17 very vital information that you might develop for him

and agree to reveal to us?

* MR* FRIZBLLt I don't think —

20 THE CHAIRMANt Regarding the

21 financial aspects of this?

22 MR. FRIZELLs This has been given

23 a lot of thought, Mr* Schrumpf* I believe very

24 strongly that the only relevant information to that

25 whole land cost issue is what is the land worth; is
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1 the builder willing to pay for the land* is the land

2 for sale; is that the cost, yes, it is* And that's

3 it* And then the rest of. it gets built on top of

4 that, all the other costs* Yes, installation costs

5 have a bearing* But that's it* Now, beyond -— and

6 let me say, if you have a particular question and

7 maybe you can address it to me and it's not too

8 inconvenient for Mr* Orgo, let me address that

9 question when you want to bring him back*

10 THE CHAIRMAN: Looking within the

11 confines of our reaaining scheduled meeting dates,

12 August 7, 14 and 21 and as Mr. Orgo just stated he's

13 going to be Way from August 15 to theljt^^tZ^SEIiSE^

14 THE WITNESS: I'll.be back the

15 21st.

16 , THE CHAIRMANx How about August

17 14, if we read really needed you?

18 THE WITNESS: Okay.

19 % THE CHAIRMAN: Pine* Any more

20 questions of Mr* Orgo at this time from the Board?

21 MR. FRIZELL: I have a question.

22 ^ THE CHAIRMAN: Off the record.

23 (Whereupon there is a discussion

24 off the record.)

25 (Whereupon the hearing is
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adjourned at llt30 p.m.,)
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